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EDITOR'S TEXT
We are yet at the frontier of micro-electronics. The striving for further
shrinking of electronic parts introduces very challenging considerations.
As we all know, information in a digital computer exists in the form of
switches that are either on or off; they represent one's or zero's in the
basic binary machine language.
Electronic parts now in use are as little as two microns across. To make
the very smallest electronic parts, some scientists suggest that we
should enlist the aid of living cells. Proteins such as hemoglobin in red
blood cells change shape slightly when the electric charge they carry is
altered. This means that hemoglobin could be used as an electronic
switch. Therefore, these human blood cells electrically charged would
have their hemoglobins activated as electronic switches in on or off conditions, representing one's or zero's.
It appears that we have gone full circle around. Man has created the
computer. The computer has helped further the perfection of tomorrow's
computer ... and, now, man may become his own computer.
Certainly as it pertains to SEX, this has always been an on or off condition. We don't agree necessarily that this represents one or zero because
when it comes to sex, man and woman have demonstrated a value
greater than one or zero.
However, a very sexy numeric position which we all know, is
1000101 , binarily speaking, that is -

* * *
We don't believe sex has to be dirty; but many people who don't like
sex, think sex is dirty. Therefore with our tantilizing tongue-in-cheek approach we have called this publication The Dirty Book.
However, for those who think that sex is Beautiful and never Dirty we
salute you. Some don't think that Dirty is down right dirty enough, still
others feel that Dirty is just plain fun. We know that we are not going to
please everyone, so on with the show!
We even gave some thought to calling it The Doity Book but this didn't
turn us on. The idea has been engrained for more than two years. So, indeed, we have had ample time to selecting names as a consideration.
From the beginning we wanted this endeavor to be fun.
We have been in computers a long time. Some of us for twenty years.
The mainframe computer people are more Dirty minded than the new
crop of computerists. But that's only by intensity. Exotic programs and
games have come rolling out of large IBM, GE, Honeywell, NCR Burrough's and Univac machines for years. With the introduction of
2

microcomputers, once newness runs out and boredom creeps in then
there will be an increasing demand for more novel ideas. Erotica Byteica steps in for its piece of the action.
In putting The Dirty Book together, we decided on a flaccid Premiere
release. We have not cemented our minds to rigid Departments and
won't be doing so for the first year.
Our reception at the recent COMDEX show was fabulous. We received overwelming support and acclaim. The comment which was most
favorable was that this is a vital and necessary organ of information. It
has been very evident in the prominence of subscribers and the
thousands of calls, letters and Bingos. Most seem to indicate that our
time has come!

DIRTY OLD MAN
The Dirty Book, in appreciation to the role they have played in the
history of mankind, is dedicated to the Dirty Old Man. Surprising? Who is
the Dirty Old Man? Or maybe better, who were some of those to whom
we owe so much and yet have never as a group been so honored? A partial list will perhaps suffice.
Charlie Chapman. How many young girls did he marry? What ages?
And Errol Flynn? Rasputen was perhaps the greatest of all. But there are
many, many more who are, by "polite" standards, Dirty Old Men.
What is a Dirty Old Man? A distinction between a regular guy and a
Dirty Old Man is hard to make. The major difference is only known to
those who know the particular individual in question. In truth, there are
very few adult American males who aren't Dirty Old Men at heart, and
often in deed. Briefly described, a Dirty Old Man is a Man who likes SEX.
There are many, many such men on the streets, in homes, everywhere.
And most of them are great guys. The best, as a matter of fact. Because
if one likes SEX, one usually enjoys all the things leading up to it. Food,
Drink, People, fun things in general.

The Dirty Book
THE DIRTY BOOK is published quarterly by the Bourbon Street Press,
3225 Danny Park, New Orleans (Metairie), LA. 70002. Publisher: Dan
Ellis; Editor: Bernard J. Rauch, Jr.; Software Editor: Duncan Nelms;
Assistant Editor: Giovanna Vacarro; Graphics Editor: Tony Morazan;
Marketing Director: Debbie Peters; Advertising Director: Fred Bernos,
Jr.; Circulation Manager: Odilie Rodriquez; Printing Production: Molenaar
Printing Co., Inc.
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TO THE WINNER BELONGS THE SPOILS
As stated frequently, TDB is urging experienced and novice programmers to submit their sensual, exotic, erotic, porno or just plain Dirty programs. TDB wishes to stimulate the mind and the senses with the promotion of quarterly contests.
First place winners each Quarter will be wined and dined in the French
Quarter and other select areas of New Orleans. They will be treated to
exquisite culinary arts and introduced to the Chefs that create such
devine, sensational and sense uplifting foods.
In New Orleans, the preparation of food is like a love affair. Consideration is amply given to the selection of the food for its eye appeal and its
intended consumption.
Those programmers who wish to try their hands at cooking, may want
to try a batch of DIRTY RICE, the recipe is listed in this quarterly release.

ON PERSONAL COMPUTERS
"A Virgin Computer is useless so you add some software to fill it out.
And the whole point of the exercise - in many but not all cases - is to
come up with some interesting and exotic applications." This quote
comes from (the first) editorial of Byte Magazine by its first Editor, Carl T.
Helmers, Jr. in its very first issue dated September 1975.
Six and a half years later we find ourselves still talking about personal
computers, friendly computers, home computers but lo and behold, no
longer do we call them virginal or useless. Carl Helmers did not anticipate the onslaught of gaming, adventure and strategy programs that
have become the exotic splendor of these last few years. After all, exotic
businessware is just on the make. We put together the first appealing
payroll system and called it Appl-Pay about two years ago, that's a heck
of an erotic name for a payroll package.
Personal computers need to be seducing, entertaining, and interesting," says Phil Roybal, manager of communicatons programs for
Apple Computer Corporation.
The Dirty Book strives to bring all available programs to be reviewed
and also to urge the development of good quality sensual computer programs through its quarterly contests. More and more of the elitists of the
computer society are venturing forth from the closet in that some prefer
to use pen names for their articles. Why not - Sex is a Private Affair and
need not be a public display. That's what's interesting about the erotic
programs on diskette. We're finding that some programmers want to
become porn writers but also want to remain anonymous. No problem what's in a name?
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LES GIRLS
If opportunity ever expressed itself in terms of having doors invitingly
open, the Computer Industry has commanded the attention to the
abilities, capabilities, thoroughness, completeness, loyalty, etc. of the
distaff side.
Women today have succeeded in management, administrative, supervisory and even ownership roles in a multitude of companies. They are
not just programmers and clerks and sales persons and secretaries and
systems personnel. Many women are in decision making positions and
are vibrantly and dynamically moving the course of history and are
definitely commanding their share of the laurels of the Computer
Revolution.
There are hundreds of women that should be honoured in todays computerist activity. To name a handful are: Giovanna V. Mix, President of
EDPI Computer Training Center, New Orleans; Dr. Portia Isaacson,
President of Future Computing Inc., Richardson, TX: Roberta Williams,
Co-owner of On-Line Systems Inc., Coarsegold, CA; Sandra Brown, Administrative Assistant of Syntonic Software Corp., Houston; Lynn Busby,
President of Computer Station Inc., St. Louis; Lore Harp, President of
Vector Graphic, Inc., Westlake Village, CA.; Donna Thomas, President
of Software Plus, Tampa; Jo Lynn Anderson, Co-Owner Anderson Computers Inc., Florence, AL; Maggie Canon, Editor-in-Chief of Info World,
Palo Alto; Barb Huntington, President of Huntington Computing, Corcoran, CA; and not to forget the effervescent Janet Taylor, Senior Conference Coordinator, who is the back bone for the COMDEX conferences
and exhibitions.
The Dirty Book extends compliments to all ladies in the Computer Industry and definitely recognizes that there are many gifted women in the
Game. Readers are asked to submit names and achievements of those
who warrant mention in this column.

SEXSCRIBERS WANTED ...
As an English student many years ago, I remember my first experience with writing. The most difficult task I found was getting through
the rough draft.
The first words leaving my lips were," ... but what can I possibly write
about?" Several minutes later, "Well, I have an idea, but it's not very
original," I said, falling into a common pitfall.
Then Miss Teacher would explain." A new idea might seem old to you,
only because you thought of it. Or, if it is an old idea, approached from a
new angle, can certainly be good material for print."
Meanwhile, many of my classmates were writing with the breeze.
Some had no trouble going with the flow. Yet, others had the very same
problems as I.
(cont on pg. 6)
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(cont. from pg 5)

After scribbling away for a period of time, I cried aloud, "But I can't
write anyway!"
"Well, you probably write much better than you think," Teacher said,
"It's necessary, at this point, to have some humility here - your writing
may sound bad to you, but no one expects you to win the Pulitzer Prize,"
she continued.
Later, after filling three pages with ink, I mumbled under my breath,
"Okay, so my idea is good and maybe I can write fairly well, But what
good will it do?"
Then, one of my intelligent classmates said, "But writing about your
idea forces you to understand it more completely; also, any feedback
from other readers can certainly be helpful."
Pretending to know what in the world he was talking about, I replied,
"Oh, I see."

"How To's" Of Writing Feature Articles
If you've decided to write a feature article, and if the thought of writing
seems to go against your grains, then the following hints might help.
Outline It
Outlining is usually your best bet. Jot your ideas down on paper,
stating the central idea in a few sentences.
Begin with an introduction of how the idea came about. Relate the
necessary motivation, background, assumptions and source of ideas for
the article.
Move on to the body of your article. The story idea in your head must
find it's way out on paper. A paragraph by paragraph description of your
idea is the basis of the body.
Lastly, the conclusion of your article. Write the inevitable ending section as concise as possible, with mention of further developments and
applications in the future.
Write It
"Scribophobia," the "fear of writing" usually strikes at the onset of the
writing journey. The answer: working directly from your outline, get a first
draft written, without stopping to worry about clumsy mistakes. Write
without inhibitions, no matter how bad it sounds. The important thing is to
get the first draft written; once it's finished, the rest is easy. However,
straying from your outline is asking for literary disaster.
Be especially careful to the jargon approach to writing. Using "incrowd slang" unknown to outsiders is not good. On the other hand, don't
feel confined to defining common terms or standard abbreviations.
6

Revise It
Now that you've come this far, put the freshly-typed first draft away.
After a few days, come back to it for revision. This temporal distance
gives some objectivety during revision. This step involves searching for
spelling, technical and grammatical errors, logical sequence of ideas,
consistency of notation and completeness of presentation.

Send It In!
Some practicalities about submission of any kind of article: the text
should be neatly typed, double-spaced with ample margins on one side
of paper. This is to ease the job of editing.
Probably the worst pitfall is putting off getting started on your article.
Procrastination is most definitely, your very worst enemy. Chances are
you're waiting for others to write.

COMPUTER SURVEY
The following survey, performed as a class assignment at a local Data
Processing School, lists psychological types according to easily observed behavior in the public Lavatories.
1 . SOCIABLE
2. NOSEY

Joins friends in pee if he has to or not.
Looks into next urinal to see how the other guy is
fixed.

3. CROSS EYED

Looks into urinal on left, pees into center, flushes
one on right.
Cannot urinate if someone else is watching.
Flushes urinal as if he had already gone.
All urinals in use, pees in sink.
No hands, shows off by fixing tie, pees on floor.
Not sure of what he has been doing lately, makes
quick inspection.
Plays stream up and down and across urinal, tries
to hit fly.

4. TIMID

5. INDIFFERENT
6. CLEVER
7. WORRIED
8. FRIVOLOUS

9. ABSENT
MINDED
iO. CHILDISH

11 . TOUGH
12. DRUNK

Opens vest, pulls out tie, pees in his pants.
Leaks directly into urinal bottom, likes to see it
bubble.
Bangs penis against urinal to dry.
Holds left thumb in right hand, pees in place.
7
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SOFT PORN -

A WINNER WITH A NAME

The Dirty Book is pleased to announce the winner of our second
quarterly sensual software contest, "Softporn", written by Charles Benton and published by ON-LINE SYSTEMS. ON-LINE SYSTEMS is located
in central California amongst a setting of Pines, Cedars and giant Sequoias at the very edge of Yosemite National Park in the Sierra Nevada
Mountains. Ken Williams, Founder and Chairman of the Board, spoke
with Dan Ellis of the Dirty Book about "Softporn" and ON-LINE
SYSTEMS.
DB:

How long has ON LINE SYSTEMS been publishing computer software?
KW: OLS started business in April of 1980 with our first Hi-Res Adventure.
DB:

How many software programs do you currently publish?

KW: I believe we are currently marketing 32 programs for the Apple or
Atari home computers. These programs include business programs, programming utilities, action games and adventure games
which includes "Softporn Adventure".
DB:

I guess that partially answers my next question. What type of game
is "Softporn" and briefly how does it play out?

KW: "Softporn" should be described as an adult only, all text fantasy
adventure. The fantasy takes place in the 21st Century in a city
called "Lost Vagueness". As in most all text adventure games you
receive an in-depth description of each place you go, with options
of other areas or directions you can go from there. The object of
the game is to move around by means of keyboard commands and
find and seduce three of the several ladies you meet as you move
around town. Due to the high rate of inflation you will need a large
sum of money to persuade these woman. This is handled at the
casino where you can actually play either "21" or the slot
machines for as long as you wish.
DB:

If you, as a family man purchased this product would you be concerned about your child, babysitter, etc., booting up "Softporn"?
KW: This was one of the issues I had to give considerable thought to
before agreeing to market "Softporn". ON-LINE SYSTEMS has a
reputation of marketing a very successful series of family adven(cont. on pg. 9)
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tures that can be played by any or all of the most conservative
family members. "Softporn" labeled and advertised as an adultonly game can be booted and played to a point in all areas without
experiencing any offensive encounters. To go any further with the
game requires a manual adult keyboard input. For this reason, I
decided to go with it.
DB:

Your ad for "Softporn" is quite eye-catching, explanatory and different as computer software ads go. How did you arrive at this approach and where did you find the models?

KW: Putting that ad together was really quite by accident. We were toying around with different ideas for an ad and one of them was
something to do with a hot tub because at one point in the game
you meet a lady in a hot tub. The idea evolved from that to finding
three female models to represent all three ladies in the game. The
hot tub was real easy to find. I looked out my window at home and
I'll be damned if the now-famous tub wasn't sitting in my sideyard.
Well, by now the whole thing was looking more like fun than
work ... after all, NOW there were the models to be interviewed,
screened and chosen. Our wives finally heard of our plans and immediately registered a big, fat, collective "NO" to interviewing
bare-breasted models. We countered with a "What do you suggest?!". They responded with, "Why can't we be the models?".
Now, how do you tell your wife you're really looking foward to
working with models ... ? ... SILENCE ...
DB:

Well, how did you tell them?

KW: The lady on the right is my wife, Roberta. The lady in the middle is
Susan, my bookkeeper and wife of the author of "Ulysees and the
Golden Fleece". The lady on the left is Diane, who does our computerized order/entry/invoicing and is the fiancee of my Special
Projects Manager.
DB:

Have you considered getting into politics? Seriously, where did
you find the waiter?

KW: Susan's husband, Bob, and I were eating lunch in one of the two
restaurants in town and Rick waited on us. You can probably
sense he wasn't hard to convince.
DB:

Has "Softporn" sold well for you?

KW: "Softporn" has sold much better than I expected it would. It has
(cont. on pg. 48)
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LETTERS
Dear Sirs:
'Fantastic' is the only word I have to describe The Dirty Book. As you
said, Interlude appears to have been the first program of its kind to appear, but many more have come along than I had thought. Like X-rated
video casette/disk, the possibilites here are absolutely endless.
Being both an Apple user, and aquainted with the ladies of a local
parlor, I got a big kick out of the news article from Santa Ana. (If I were
running such a service, that's almost exactly how I'd do it.) After he has
served his time, someone should point out to Mr. Harvey that with proper
modification, his software could make a very interesting game along the
lines of Whorehouse and Street Life ....
F.G.; Rochester, NY

*

*

*

Dear People:
Please send The Dirty Book - sounds like you may have finally found
a way to make computer games interesting.
K.R.; Amherst, Mass

*

*

*

Dear Mssrs. Elis, Rauch ....
I do not know if it was you that sent me the inaugural issue of THE DIRTY BOOK or not, but I found it quite interesting ... well done ... and
with a lot of potential for the future. You have no competition with this format.
My wife and I are "swingers" and an "erotic software party" would be
something that our group hasn't done yet (one of the very few things!)
If you have any interest in this, load up a disk with TRS-80 Model Ill
programs (send documentation) and I will give it a "real test". Also will
write you an article regarding how the evaluation proceeded. Our group
are all "fun-loving" - but aren't into computers.
If you feel that this has any merit, please respond to my box number mark the envelope "PERSONAL". If not, just destroy this letter and be
aware that I did enjoy your premiere issue.
F.L.; Dallas, TX
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Dear Sir:
An advertisement you ran in the Computer Shopper, indicated that for
$9.95, one could subscribe to the Dirty Book. I was wondering what that
was and if you could please send me some information on that book, it
would be appreciated. I may subscribe to it if it is what I think it is. It is
probably a compilation of sexy programs complete with dirty words that
would not find itself in other publications.
Hoping to hear from you soon.
F.S.; Oakridge, TN
*

*

*

Dear Dan,
Your magazine is excellent, if you have an Apple, Atari, Pet or TRS-80.
Unfortunately I do not own any of them.
I was under the misapprehention that your book contained a listing of
programs that I could convert to my computer.
Your advertisements in no way misrepresented your book, so I have
nobody to blame but myself. I would appreciate your cancelling my
subscription and crediting my "VISA" credit account.
I wish you the best of luck in your venture.
J.H.; Lakewood, Ohio

So I told him where he
could ~ut his RAM card
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NOT SEXCITED
Dear Mr. Bernos:
Following our conversation yesterday, I investigated as to the status of
your submitted material. As I mentioned in our talk all material is reviewed by BYTE'S Editor in Chief, as well as Publisher, and that is where I
recovered your copy.
Enclosed you will find the ad copy as well as your two checks. It has
been determined by my publisher that this copy will not be accepted for
current or future use.
T.D.H.

Dear Mr. Bensen:
Thank you for considering COMPUTE! as a potential advertising
medium. The publisher has declined to accept the ad for publication in
COMPUTE! Magazine.
H.B.

Dear Fred:
Enclosed please find the advertising negative and check for $828.25
submitted to place a V3 square ad in the January 1982 issue of Interface
Age Magazine.
As I discussed with Dan Ellis, Interface Age does not feel that the submitted advertisement conforms with the magazine's standards.
M.A.

Dear Fred,
I regret that I must send back to you your recent insertion order for
your client "The Dirty Book". Also inclosed is your check in the amount
of $233.24. Our publisher feels that at the present time, Recreational
Computing magazine is in the process of expanding its audience and he
would prefer to take a rather conservative attitude toward the many,
many new subscribers we have taken on just within the last month.
Soon, we will be doing a new demographic survey to better aquaint
ourselves with this new market and will, at that time, be able to determine
which directions to follow. I hope you will contact us again in about 6
months from now. My personal feeling was to go with it especialy in the
12

light of its tasteful graphic design and handsome logo. Also, because I'm
sure there is an appeal for the product. Nevertheless, the publisher has
the final word and it is possible that things will change a bit when our
demographic survey is completed. Many thanks for your support and
good luck with your campaign.

SEX CITED

Dear Sirs:
In response to your recent ad about "The Dirty Book", I would like to
request a sample issue when available for review.
I'm certain the reader's of Recreational Computing would be interested
in learning of your new publication.
M.O.

DIRTY RICE
2 pounds raw rice
2 pounds red onions
2 Tbsp shortening or bacon
drippings
1 package frozen gizzards
and livers

Salt to taste
2 cloves garlic
2 bunches green onions
1 pods red pepper
114 bunch parsley
4 cups water

Cook rice until almost done. Cut up red onions very fine and brown in
shortening. Cut up giblets and put in with onions and cook until brown.
Add garlic cut very fine. Chop green onions with tops and parsley, and
add to the mixture along with salt and red pepper and water. Pour over
cooked rice. When the water is absorbed, put in a large baking pan. Dot
with butter and brown in 350 ° oven for i 5 minutes, if desired. Serves

rn-1 s.

* * *

If you would like to try a rice preparation which is speedy, do the
following.
i. Wash long grain rice in a collander and let drain.
2. Pour in pot where rice content does not exceed V4 of the container.
3. Stir in two tablespoons of salad oil .while heating over high flame,
one to two minutes. Keep stirring.
4. Add water to cover rice by 3 hairs and salt to taste.
5. Reduce flame to low and cook with pot covered for 15 minutes.
* 6. Test for water evaporation, if too dry add a little water, cook for 5
more minutes.
7. Turn off flame and let stand with cover until ready to serve.
*For Dirty Rice, stop at #6.
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PEEKS & POKES
Dear Editor:
My boyfriend and I enjoyed the Dirty Book very much. We wished it
would have been a larger book but felt gratified when we received a five
dollar coupon towards the purchase of a program. I decided to call your
office for advice as to which program to start with. After a brief explanation and several suggestions from your office I ordered "ENCOUNTER"
an adult comedy. It came in time for my husband's birthday. He was
pleasantly surprised with my gift. I never really did much on his computer. To tell the truth, I thought I was getting him a naughty program that
he would use for himself. But he immediately inserted his disk and
together we responded to the multiple choice questions and we giggled
joyously to each lewd that was shown on the screen. I can't program and
don't want to, but Steven can. After we spent a couple of hours running
through the built in questions and suggestions (lewds). Steven keyed in
the miraculous word ENTER. This opened a new experience for me.
Steven easily created new questions, remarks and lewds that became
kinky and kinkier. Much to my pleasure I can key in all my own selections
and fantasies in private and wait for Steven to come home and select the
multiple choices of his own preference.
We then act out one of the fantasies that I never otherwise felt comfortable talking to Steven about. But now I use his APPLE as a psychic
medium by keying in my delicious fantasies that I want Steven to perform.I trap him into what I want for the evening.
Truly, I can say that ENCOUNTER has opened new vistas in our sex
life. Also, as a by product, it makes me feel like I am programming and
has given me a better insight to Steven in sharing his computer involvement. I look forward to more programs like this. There's truly a new world
to discover and enjoy.
B.B., Tampa, Fla.
* * *
What do you get when you cross .....
1) .....
2) .....
3) .....
4) .....

A computer with slot machine?
A donkey with a computer?
A computer with a whore?
An Apple with a whore?
5) ..... A pocket calculator with a small
14

pair of trousers?

TDB:
My wife and I have been married for eight years now, and after a
previously unhappy marriage for each of us, we have experienced the
doldroms once more.
Our sex life had been satisfactory but not like our first few years which
was GREAT!
Two years ago I bought an Apple II to do some of my financial records
at home and hoping my wife would use home budgeting and put her
recipes on computer. She is such an excellent cook and garnishes her
dishes beautifully. However, no amount of coaxing could get her involved. I started spending more and more time at my Apple keyboard
and kayo monitor secretly moving through one adventure game after
another. My wife started complaining about the time on the computer, as
well as bitching about the additional cost of a printer and the out flow of
cash for programs and computer magazines.
A spark of a change came about a few months ago when my brother
and his wife came by for a couple of drinks and he asked me to bring the
computer to the den. To our great amusement he slipped in a disk, pressed the monitor button and powered up the Apple. On the screen
displayed a Monopoly Board and my brother threw down some chance
cards and entered in my wife Mary's name, mine, Ellen's and his name,
Don. We laughed and laughed as the various property names were
displayed. Such as Kinky Court, Vibrator Company, Whore House Ave,
etc. My wife has always enjoyed Monopoly and as we started landing on
the penalties and read the Porno Cards aloud we all cheered even
though we didn't mix or share physical contact with Don and Ellen. It was
a ball even though we didn't go through acting out the penalties or undressing.
That evening my wife and I romanced as we hadn't for sometime. A
week later as I came home early to run some end of the month reports I
found Mary, Ellen and three of their girlfriends at my Apple playing Pornopoly again. They were pantomining the undressing and the penalties
while downing their third bottle of Chablis.
That evening, Mary told me enthusiastically that she adored my Apple.
R.P.D. Santa Clara, CA

* * *
i)
2)
3)
4)
5)

.....
.....
.....
.....
.....

A Financial Wizard
A smart Ass
An effing know - it - All
A Delicious effing know - it- All
A Boy playing Pocket Pool
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MICROPHILIA
SELECT-A-MA TE
In deciding to choose a roommate or soulmate or bedmate wouldn't it
be significantly intelligent if you responded to a set of 20 questions
which, in multiple choice form, your answers as entered onto the
keyboard would automatically program your bionic living "doll" to be
similar to you? Someone who fulfills your ideas?

*

*

*

"IN" OR "OUT" OF LOVE
According to a recent study of 200 couples, three psychologists found
that men were readier to fall "in" love and women were readier to fall
"out". The study further revealed that in a situation where the man truly
believed that love conquers all, the women who decided on "love
scores" wound up with the "split decision."
*

*

*

I SPY, YOU SPY, WE ALL ...
"Big Brother is watching" is not limited to inconsequential matters.
Electronic spying will become more accepted in many subdued forms.
Privacy will become more and more a point of concern with the further
development of the Computer Revolution. Data base gathering and collection has been a major factor in capturing society into magnetic media
formats.
Another source is much like the electronic grocery store inventory
check-out systems. Now experimental passports have been issued by
the U.S. State Department magnetically encoded for electronic readable
equipment in tracking "international travel."

*

*

*

THE GAME'S THE SAME
On "Everything Goes", a cable TV feature, everything does go! The
producers fashioned it along the lines of strip poker. Participants,
volunteers from the audience, are selected and everyone has a ball.
*

*

*

THE BOYS SAY, "AYE"
A
than
•
•
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college survey concludes that more male students want children
female students.
Want to marry:
97% male
94% female
Want children:
92% male
84% female

THE GALS ARE CATCHING UP
Since the first Kinsey Report in the 50's, studies and surveys have
become quite popular. The latest Kinsey study reveals that married
women are swiftly catching up with mens statistical values. Almost half
of today's married women are having outside affairs with the following
additional considerations.
• They are doing it for communication, not sex.
• One Third look for younger men.
• These experiences are starting at age 23 or less.
• They are selecting different races or different social standings more
often.

On The Way To The Faire
And Everyone Was There
Holiday Inn, Suite 922, Santa Ana, Ca.
Weary from working the first day faire booths; with loads of computerists there spouses and their kiddies querying, yet asking for and giving advice; several exhibitors therefore decided to put together a
hospitality suite.
The Dirty Book's publisher, Dan Ellis, had a booth emblazoned DIRTY
BOOK in order to get first hand opinions on the book's content, receptability, pricing, presentation, etc.
At the booth also was TDB's first contest winner, Tom Mannos with
"Wahtzee" being demonstrated. Because the faire was open to the
general public with participating fathers, mothers and children,
"Wahtzee's" total and underlying game features could not be unveiled.
With the frustration building in Tom, he promised the other exhibitors a
special treat at the Hospitality Suite. When all the participating Exhibitors
had settled and relaxed with a little imbibing from the "Fountain of
Bouchere" Tom Mannos decided to penetrate "Wahtzee's" inner
secrets. "Wahtzee" played like Milton-Bradley's Yahtzee has three other
versions built-in. Even though everyone was loose, by discretion, Tom
Mannos did not demonstrate Erotzee but decided on the party game called Fuhnzee. Six volunteers including Ken Williams, Bob Bishop and
Dave Gordon's brother merrily went through the game processes and
accepting their penalties such as reciting music scores to bad tunes at
very high volume.
It broke up the party with mirth and laughter to see David Gordon in a
prone position with all of his girth pushing black olives across the carpet
all while singing "You are my sunshine - my only sunshine" in falseto
voice.
Thank you, Tom Mannos, for hosting a very delightful evening for all.
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BUGGERY
Electronic circuits that generate signals translatable through speakers
and evoke intelligent word sounds are becomming more and more in
use.
Texas Instruments introduced, "speak and spell" which not only
charmed the child but Mom, Pop and Teacher alike. National Semiconductor Corp. also produces speech-synthesis combined with laser scanners which read the coded stripes on supermarket packaging.
Talking scanners can now breeze over the coded bar stripes announcing what the customer is purchasing with pricing information. When totaling out, the device will merrily say, "Thank You for shopping with us.
Come again, please!"
You know this could bug the young lady customer with sanitary
napkins, or the very skinny gal with A cups or the dude that buys shields
or Black sheiths by the dozen. How about the Dirty Old Man with Blue
Ointment or Preparation H o.r Fleet Enemas.
This could bug anyone!
* * *
Ma Bell has used recordings for years, so are there seemingly intelligent elevator cars announcing pleasantly which floor you are exiting.
Tel Med of Pittsburg has a telephone service with a number of medical
advisories. You' re right!, the survey indicates Sex topics to lead the list of
requests.
With such devices as Votrax and other synthesizers placed at the
other end of the telephone, Ads for:
Lonely? call Cindy and she will nail you for five dollars with all the
shameful talk you want.
These ads will be replaced by the following:
"MMMMM ... Hell-oh, Dah-ling, ... this is Synthy ... Tell me what
you want me to say!!!
Or, GET IT OFF with Lewd Telephone Calls, send $5.00 for your
private telephone number.
BREATHERS Wanted, Call 800-XOX-XOOO!!
Or, Electronic Mail with SOURCE. Can you imagine the electronic Pen
Pals you can collect?
* * *
Male contraception by nose drops is being perfected by Dr. David
Rabin at Vanderbilt University. A synthetic form of a hormone that normally tells the pituitary gland to send instructions on to the testes for
sperm production will instead, short circuit that line of code. It has
presently been tested successfully when introduced into the blood
stream, but will be produced as a substance to sniff.
Is this a nose job?
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1/0 DEVICES
As yet we are waiting for all the suggestions which were to be prompted by this column from last quarters TDB. Come on guys! Come on
gals! Where is the imagination? Where is the stimulation?
We've heard that three is a crowd but it appears that some kinky thinking dwells only on Troism or some on the Third Sex. Well, lets take
another slant. Just as vibrators have become third party lovers, the computer can manifest itself as a sex aid. If we continue to consider the computer as something for the home, personal, friendly, etc. - Well, after all,
what's wrong with making out with your computer? What we really have
to consider is how many ways are there to getting it on?
In stopping to regard how intelligent or how dumb is our computer we
need only stop and examine our human body. The naturalness of our
body includes the physical (arms, legs, lips, ears, noses and other
privates) and the senses (sound, taste, touch, feel and vision)
Now we all know that computers don't have emotions but since our
spouses or mates sometimes are themselves without emotion, let's give
our computer an" A" for Effort. Emotionless mates never stopped a good
roll in the sack (or does it?) Well let's just say we can program our computers to say "1-Luv-U, truly."
The point of it is not how personal and friendly our computer gets, but
how friendly we make the 1/0 devices.
What we really need to do is to help the inventors to give human conditioning to computers. So as we fantasize lets try to stimulate some
thought provocation in the direction of enhancing the peripheral devices.
Wouldn't it be cute-to purchase computer add-ons from a boutique?
"I'd like that one with the yellow roses and pink ribbons."-" OOOH!,
that long one with the black chiffon will do just nicely"-" AHEM!, this
computer says he'd like to place his pods under your bed any time."-"
Darling, I have a headache, but I'm sure if you bring in Oscar, it will go
away. "-" No one said my ZITHER was for a family affair. Its mine - All,
mine". "And now we auction off this stimulating vibrator that is called the
"Hulk", it endearingly sighs and whispers, "I want you" .....
* * *

Joe Vanderpopuliere, University of Missouri, has patented a "Chicken
Bra" made of elastic-strapped padding. Chicken rest on their breast
bones and this can cause bruising or blistering of the meat.
Frederick's of Hollywood, where have you been?
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THE BINARY HOOKER
RIZ RALSTON

The morning mail contained a surprise. A free copy of a computer
magazine. Apparently when I registered the warranty for the system the
company had purchased for my department, my name was included on
the complimentary subscriber list. I leafed through the book, fascinated
by the variety of uses for my computer and the hundreds of different
companies providing programs and accessories. One advertisement in
particular caught my eye ... "Xaviera invites you to byte her bits at 300
or 1 200 baudy" ... followed by a toll-free number.
My computer was equipped with a modem. I used the system often to
forward reports and financial data to the home office. But, at the present,
with my project on hold due to high interest rates, all I had to look forward
to was waiting for the odd telephone call which might come in. So I
decided, what the hell; booted my communications program and entered
the "800" number. I was totally unprepared for what appeared on my
display screen.
Xaviera, the hook-up explained, was a kinky computer freak who liked
to get people of like interests together. Her computer would match up
subscribers and store messages for selected parties. Then followed a
candid description of some of the activities enjoyed by subscribers
already on the system and a query about my interests in participating. In
for a penny, in for a pound. I punched in a Yes and a questionnaire appeared. After some basic questions about height, weight, coloring of hair
and eyes and marital status - a painful subject just then - things quickly got more interesting.
First came a long, explicit set of multiple choice questions about sexual preference. Then a series of questions about techniques,
philosophies, devices(?!), fantasies, and finally, geographic location.
I must confess I was both amused and shocked at some of the questions. There were things I'd never considered doing, things I'd never
heard of, and some subjects about which I thought were only rumored to
exist. Amazing as it seems, but a well-read, broad minded person like
myself had never once contemplated being asked to choose between
two lovers of the same sex or one of each in a presumably three-way encounter. After some thought, I decided 'either way' was okay. I mean,
after all, I wasn't taking this too seriously.
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Then came the hooker. Xaviera's propostion appeared on the screen.
My answers were now recorded as Record #53,81 4. No name was attached to this record. If I wanted, I could call again the next day and learn
how many other records on the system 'matched' or closely approximated my interests. What's more, for a small subscription fee, I could
sign up, receive a subscriber number and have a 'mail box' opened on
her system. Then I could receive messages from other subscribers who
may be interested in contacting someone of my obvious strengths and
stamina ... for a little fun, perhaps?
The game was now obvious. Xaviera had put a new twist on a computerized dating service. That was the last thing I thought I needed and
broke the connection, but not before committing my record number to
memory.
Later that night, after a desultory dinner with a neighboring co-ed, I
reconsidered. What the hell, I thought, that 20 minute session with
Xaviera's computer had been the most interesting thing to happen in
weeks. The next morning, I booted my Comm package and entered the
number. After Xaviera's system gave me the pitch all over, the questionnaire reappeared. The first question, "Record #" was skipped over
yesterday. I didn't have one. Now I entered my record number 5-3-8-1-4.
In a few seconds I was astonished to learn that 112 other records came
within 84 % correlation, 3 were exact matches, and 7 4 of these records
were Subscribers.
Would I like to leave a message for someone?, the pitch came again.
Sure, why not. In response to my positive entry, the display now informed me that I could charge the subscription price to my Mastercharge or
Visa account, or could send a check to a post office address in New
Orleans. I selected Mastercharge, figuring that would be quickest. Twenty seconds, and fifty dollars later, I received my subscriber ID# and an
assurance that a list of subscribers matching my interests would be mailed that day. I entered my office address, using a false name and initials of
the firm. As I was preparing to break the connection, a message flashed
on the display.
SUBSCRIBER HOU702 ... YOU HAVE A MESSAGE.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO VIEW IT? (Y/N)
This was incredible. I typed a "Y" and a few seconds later, received
this communication:
(cont. on pg. 39)
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DIRTY POOL
Ever feel ripped off? Zapped? Clipped? Screwed? Tatooed?
Try mail order - they want your money first - that's understandable,
you have no credit with the company. But they have no credit with you Caveat emptor - let the Buyer Beware! Nobody says sex is cheap. It
may be FREE, but never cheap!
This column is dedicated to those who want to air their comments with
problem products. Even our porducts can be hit at If you find a company's product deficient or not as advertised, we will be glad to check it
out and review it in this column.
Just as a starter lets look at the following promotional ads. You heard
the story about the Three Dollar Bill? Well some programs have been
advertised as available, just send in $3.00. These programs were listed a
year ago by a company called Bargain Box of Las Vegas. We've written
to them several times and attempted to call them by telephone (no
listings available). If anybody has their programs please let us know
because we genuinely would like to write the programs up in our Review
Section.
Another unsuccessful contact by mail or by telephone is one that has
had half page ads called "Song of Roland" they list four programs, one of
which is Diana, the Seductress (adult situations, nudity) or indicated.
These go for $19.95. Their 800 number states that they have no referral
number but a lot of complaints come through. Will the real Seductress
please stand up? All we want to do is write you up in our Review Section.
We invite our Readers to send in their experiences to Dirty Pool Also
we are sure that Software Vendors, Manufacturers, and Programmers
probably would like to air their beefs. Piracy is also Dirty Pool by Dirty
Dogs and thats a Dirty Shame.

* * *
A Philadelphia firm reportedly has taken on the development of an invention called MEGS - "Male Electronic Genital Stimulator." This is a
set of small globular implants, which are inserted in the male's rectum
just before he has sex. It is activated at will by the user which is a remote
hand held small trigger unit (terminal). Upon initializing, sends a small
charge into the prostate.
This sounds like two would be company.
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WANTS TO EXPOSE THE FRAUDS ...
For nine years I was the West Coast Correspondent of Forum, and those
of you who take time out from various other pleasures to watch TV might
recognize my name as developer of "Wonder Woman," "That's My
Mama" and other television series.
These days I'm doing something different, preparing a book about
frauds, rip-offs and other crimes perpetrated by con artists on citizens. Included in that are the various ads one sees for swinger introductions, sex
aids, etc.
If you have ever been taken by any of these nefarious vultures who
prey on the public, please write and tell me about it. This is by no means
limited to sexual matters alone; any example will be of help to us and,
ultimately, to you.
If we use your letter you will receive a free copy of the book when it is
published.
Mr. Stanley Ralph Ross
PO Box 5379
Beverly Hill, CA 90210
COPIED FROM "FORUM"12/81

ADVICE FROM A ROBOT ...
I have been able to have the most exquiste sexual pleasure without the
clutter of mental gymnastics. The key is simply saying, "I would like to
have intercourse with you. Are you willing? And by the way, there shall
be no more and no less from the outcome." If you are lucky you will find
someone who will gently and softly manipulate you, as you should them,
into a state of euphoria.
Of course, very few men or women know how to do this. The two of
you should simply move slowly and copy each other's moves. Men and
women crave the same sexual pleasure. A woman's clitoris is simply a
miniature penis and a penis is simply a large clitoris. No more, no less.
The feelings are the same in men and women, barring sexual or other
physical dysfunction.
Relax; feel your body. Experience yourself as you are, not with your
self-taught male and female roles. When I have sex I don't always fall
asleep right afterward. Big deal. Whether you enjoy the act is the question, and that's the bottom line.
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ACCOLADES
Thank you John Barry with lnfoworld for your review of TDB. It was
very pleasant reading about us. lnfoworld has recently become a weekly
computer tabloid and offers excellent current events of the industry .
. . . And to you Fred Maia (W5YI) Editor Publisher of DITS & BITS for
your umphy and delightful portrayal of TDB. W5YI, Fred's ham name,
sends D&B to more than 4,000 hams all over the world.

Eroticism:

In its introduction, which is laced with hilariously ludicrous double
entendres, the book stresses that it is dedicated to "the enjoyment of
life ... although the overall content of The Dirty Book will be sexual in
nature, it will also contain much of a SENSUAL nature that is not sexual.
In addition to listings and descriptions of erotic software - there's
plenty of it around, as the number of programs in the premier issue indicates - The Dirty Book contains other miscellaneous tidbits: a paean
to New Orleans, an avowal that the book is not just for men and a parody
of Marvell called "To His Digital Mistress," among others.
The Dirty Book is soliciting articles, jokes and graphics, as well as software.

Unlike some people who would ban such publications and all advertisments for erotic software, The Dirty Book doesn't take itself too
seriously.
The overall tone of this publication is tongue-in-cheek. It is a harbinger,
however, of what promises to be a deluge of erotic software as small
computers gain wider acceptance.
John Barry
Info World

Japan's leading Robot Designer, lchiro Kato, says it's just a matter of
time before robots will be capable of hearing, seeing, talking, smelling,
and feeling. Already developed is a Doctor Robot which uses 25 fingers
to detect breast cancer. Also, on the market is a life size Marilyn Monroe
robot which sells for $7,000.
Pretty soon they will be playing Mommy and Daddy!
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"THE DIRTY BOOK''

or;eui:s:

It had to happen sooner9r 1.ater and from what better place than "Sin
City", New Orleans! No matter what your endeavor, eventually someone
will figure a way to link'"s.ex;', the nation's universal preoccupation, with
it. And personal computing)sr10 different. "The Dirty Book" (I don't consider sex dirty!) is totally. devdted to "the enjoyment of life ... sensual
sexuality rather than perversi.on ... Pre-foreplay (a new word for me!
Guess it means before the before?) play" the December 1981 premiere
issue says. Much of the firstissue is handled in a humorous way (vvhich is
as it should be) since there is rnuch humor centered around sex. They
even sponsor a quarterly contest "aimed at stimulating sensual software
development."
·
···
Fred Maia
Dits & Bits

Thanks to the following-fadio stations for live TDB news coverage:

CHUM-FM.
YESS-95 .. .
WRNZ . . . . . . .
WHB. ·

. . ..........

. ... Toronto
. .... Cincinatti
. .. Atlanta
... Kansas City

SWINGING COMPUTER ...
Irwin and Fran, directors of Flipit are long-time supporters of the
couples' movement on the _East Coast. Recently, the couple devised
what well may be their. rnost innovative theme: the Erotic Computer
Match.
To take part, couples complete questionnaires about their physical
description and sexual preferences. All data are keyed into a computer,
and members are matched with their so-called "ideal" mates. The results
are often humorou~;. but the game sometimes brings together two
couples who Hndthatthei.rernqtional and erotic needs are quite compatible. This is truly FJ Persqngl Corriputer.
Devising an unusual and provocative theme for every social is a
challenge, the couple. admftted, but Fran and Irwin enjoy the chance to
see their fantasies become r~ality - a goal sought by their members as
well.
·
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WOMEN AND COMPUTERS
DEB PETERS

One of the most significant and challenging aspects of the Computer
Revolution is the appeal that microcomputers have for women. It is not
unusual in our society of mathophobes and technophobes to find that
women are not universally scared of this particular hunk of technology.
It has something to do with the configuration of a microcomputer. It's
not altogether unfamiliar, and it certainly doesn't "hum." However,
women need more exposure.
Well, as anyone knows, fooling around is an essential part of learning.
You need time to explore, push keys and see what happens, make
mistakes and be told in confidence how such mistakes are being made.
The microcomputer is a very forgiving instrument. It doesn't get bored
even after hundreds of tries. It cheerfully snaps back its prepared comment. Nobody is really watching and who cares? For those of us who like
to learn things by ourselves, the microcomputer is a friendly tool that
may correct, but never judge or expose our frailties.
The other way in which a microcomputer is familiar is that it really
looks like a typewriter and a television set having a haphazard relationship by being intelligent.
By messing about, one readily learns that the computer is not more
brilliant but only quicker. It cannot diverge from some simple built-in
parameters. It can only carry out instructions given it in simple
understable operations. Instructions must be communicated in baby
steps, one at a time. A person-managed computer or as they cleverly call
it, a personal computer lets you say, "I am in charge, it is my creature."
Perhaps women are conditioned to like things to be personal rather than
chilly and institutional.
Researchers can show that personalness is right-brained, sex-linked,
and genetic, and above all, moving.
Over and over again, women have been told that they are products of
social conditioning and from birth we are turned into little non-males with
non-male play and aspirations. Furthermore, we have been informed that
we exclude ourselves from the bulk of high-paying fields and careers.
As we grow from uncircumcised prepubescense and our harmones
gel, we are exposed to developing the wiles of pursueing a husband. In
this regard we are told to think female. Then all our experiences to the
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contrary we are told that we just don't think as well as males. All about us
tend to agree that females should not, will not, may not act like boys.
We are also told that women are good at rote learning and detail work.
It has been shown to us that our problem is not with math but with word
problems which are couched in sexist terms. And different strokes might
produce different folks.
I think the truth is where you look for it. Women are socially conditioned, as men are socially conditioned, to whatever society happens to
think right for us at the time. Lady Byron was "an heiress and mathematician;" in her day, mathematics was an appropriate pastime for ladies.
Today, she is a lawyer and corporate executive and commutes by plane
to the domestic bed and makes breakfast to boot. She may even program a baby.
So, in our society, women have had little to do with technology. Here's
where computers come in. The computer, particularly the microcomputer, is a bridge between the "two worlds of man and woman." One
need not think of herself as a mathematician to work with a computer
(although working with a computer is a splendid way to learn math).
Mastery of technology-related skills tends to increase women's selfesteem and confidence, and beef up our courage to undertake more
complex tasks. Mastery of the computer opens the sealed world of male
language and male prerogative.
It also benefits us in other pleasant ways. Recently, I overheard a shy
young man and woman at a restaurant struggling to begin making
friends. "This certainly tastes good," he offered, especially after a long
day at my computer."
"Oh," she perked up. "What kind of computer do you have? I have

a ... ,,
-------0--··-~-

About the Auther: Deb Peters hails from Orange, Texas. Originally
trained for keypunch, then prepared for word processing and moved
over to selling software for microcomputers. She likes to think of herself
as a Gal Friday since thats usually her day off.
*

*

*

Why did Helen Keller manipulate only with one hand?
Because she oooed and aaahed with the other.
Submitted by Susie Q
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TERMINAL LANGUAGE
ARMAND MATTERS

Father Deere insisted on settling on the American Riviera which was
called the Sunbelt by the "Ole Timers". Mother Deere used her influence
and personal persuasion to select the Metropolis of Jackson because of
its many bayous and easy access to the Gulf ot the Americas. She was
greatly influenced by her early childhood vacations to the Bay of Biscayne, its wonderful sun warmed mornings, cloudless skies and siestasatisfying tropical torrentials which usually lasted only a solar hour.
Both Deeres were systems engineers, in Argentina where Mother
Deere had courted the instrument of her sexual fantasy. Often, she
reflected on her c9urtship with Farther Deere with waves of rapturous
desire. Her body would tremble and perspiration would raise on her upper lip as she would intensely become light headed with intoxication. As
nostalgic reverie would set in, she could easily recall their first meeting.
She pulled out her hand-held terminal and depressed the initalizing code known only to the ASNEM higher order. When her terminal responded by a contact, she flirted her eyes across the
chapel audience hoping if was "he" and "his terminal" that signaled response. He showed no sign of interest, which further peaked
her determination. She entered more instructions into her terminal
to further ascertain with whom she had contact. Aha! It was he!
Now she depressed more keys intending to pursue her advantage
and complete the conquest before chapel session was over. With
feverish fervor she entered code as if she were a practiced
prestidigitator, manipulating control over her prey. As if to succomb to orgasmic play, he directed his full attention to her, imploring that she cease this sexual assult. He was in such an audience
that he was embarrassed by the urgency compelled upon him. He
was resolute not to release control but also realized that she had
completely dominated his instrument through her hand-held terminal. He was astonished at her perceptiveness in uncovering his
secret bionic tool.
His own hand-held terminal had devilishly been imbedded at the
time of circumcision by his mother. She was convinced that marrying this terminal with his omni-present genitals would render more
than intellectual cannubial bliss. Her diabolic scheme worked as he
eagerly learned to enter instructions with delicious rapture. His learning was acutely accelerated by physical and mental pleasure and,
therefore, was entering language instruction far ahead of his peers.
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Now, in chapel, in this rigid Argentine society, he was being invaded. He refrained from making manual contact with his terminal
in order to disconnect communication, because he was fearful that
such contact would generate a tumultuous orgasmic emmission,
either self induced or externally produced by this strange woman's
determined contact.
Alas! Because this was his first experience in the nature of this
intimate caress of external manipulation, he, for the first time in his
life, realized a sense of utter bewilderment and loss of self-control.
He therefore floundered in his search to find the ground rules of this
new and strange, yet enthralling intellectual/sensual combat. Not
only was his intellect being invaded, but he was being sexually
assaulted as this woman while fingering her terminal, sent "peeks
and pokes" into his besieged mind and groin simultaneously.
Pressing her advantage, she approached him and gently released his input device from his trousers. Warmth flushed through her
body as she tenderely grasped his terminal appendage. As she
fingered his device it felt so much like her own terminal, she hastily
depressed her own escape key by reflexive action. This ended the
communication link, thereby releasing him from her terminal control. She was surprised by her find and recognized her temporary
loss of control of this fine animal. She immediately pursued her advantage by quickly withdrawing him to the outer chamber
whereupon she entered code on his "terminal" once more, both in
curiosity and in satiating her desire. Fortunately, they were to the
rear of the assembly and now she fell prey to his instrument as she
orchestrated his input device to satisfy her lust. His distraction from
the chapel membership was temporary as he slowly regained composure and finally withdrew his terminal from her grasp.
She was mollified and distressed that the relationship had been
so quickly curtailed and vowed that there would be a return bout in
the very near future.
With such an introduction, they looked for immediate fulfillment. They
consummated their co-mingling by spending several weeks in a mating
house. Their enjoyments were generously performed by mutual satisfaction.
This is the first episode in TERMINAL LANGUAGE! Why is Mother
Deere with such sorrow? What has befallen such a loving and adoring
couple? What is the A SN EM higher order? In what throes of passion will
we find our heroine and hero? - Only the TARO knows!!! (Look for the
next thrilling episode in next quarter's TOB.)
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PRINT 11 :.'.J11 :REM CLEAR SCREEN
720 VG$(8)= 11 GAVE II
30 VC$(0)= 11 0H ! "
730 VG$(9)= 11 SEt~DS II
40 VCS:< D= "MY! "
740 AV$(0)="ALMOST II
50 VCf<2>="WOW! II
750 Al/$ (1 ) = 11 DESPERATEL 'r' II
60 VC$<3>="I CAN"'T BELIEVE IT! "
760 AV$(2)= 11 LOVINGL'r1 II
70 VC$(4)="0H, MY GOODNESS u
B0 VC$<5>="GOODHESS, GRACIOUS, f'£: •770 AV$(3)= 11 NICELY II
780 AV$C4)= 11 WITH CONSUMMATE GRACE AND SKILL
90 VC$(6)="IT"'S A FACT! H
790 AV$C5>="CHARMINGL'T' "
100 VCf<?>="ALAS, •
800 AV$ ( 6) = .. SAi/AGEL 'r' II
110 VC$<8>="0H, "
810 AV$(7)="WISTFULLL'r' II
120 VC$(9)="ASTOUNDIHG! II
82[1 AV$ ( 8) = H DELI CATEL 'r' II
130 NM$<0)="THIS "
830 Al/$ ( 9) =II SH:Et-U:J,,'!' "
140 NM$<1 >="THAT II
150 NM$<2>="HER "
840 AJ$(0)="SWEET II
160 NM$(3)=•EACH n
850 AJ$ ( 1) ="GORGEOUS II
170 HM$(4)="MY II
860 AJ$(2)="HAIRY II
180 NM$(5)="THE II
870 AJ$(3)= 11 LOVEL'r1 "
190 NM$(6)="YOUR "
880 AJ$(4)="DRIHT'r' "
200 NM$(7)= 11 HIS II
890 AJ$(5)="AWE-INSPIRING "
210 NM$(8)="YOUR II
900 AJ:f(6)="SWEET "
220 NM$(9)= 11 THE II
910 AJf<7>="MAGNIFICENT "
230 N$(0)= 11 BODY II
920 AJ$(8)="IMMACULATE •
240 N$(1)="GIRL II
930 AJ$(9)="TASTEY II
250 N$(2)="PUSS'T' II
950 P$(1 )=" ! "
260 N$(3)= 11 CUtH II
960 P$(2)-="?"
270 N$(4)= 11 COCK II
970 P$C3>="!"
280 N$(5)= 11 TIT II
980 Pf(4)="."
290 N$(6)= 11 BOOB II
990 Pf(5)="."
300 N$(7)= 11 ASS II
1800 P$(6)=" ...
310 N$ (8)= 11 Pf':ICK II
1010 PS<?>="."
330 Ht<9>= 11 LIF' "
1020 PS<B>="!"
:::40 VI$([1)= 11 Gl''.O~JLED II
1030 P$(9)="?"
350 v I$ (1 ) =II T It-IGLED FANTASTICAL y II 1040 DEFFNR<X>=INT<RND< 1)*(10))
360 VI$(2):c 11 CAME "

5 REM DIRT'T' WORII GENERATOR-A PROGRAM ADAPTED TO PORN :B'r' :B. KREBS, MT. VERNON NY
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SUBLIMINAL REVISITED
Subliminal suggestion is the expression of a thought, action or object
given to a person without the person's actual knowledge or awareness of
the message being presented.
The Human Brain consists of both the conscious and the subconscious minds. Likened to a computer, the consciousness is the Central Processing Unit composed of Memory, Arithmetic capability and the
Logic system or HARDWARE working in conjunction with the Operating
System or SOFTWARE. The consciousness directs all bodily physical
actions in addition to decision making, reasoning power, calculating ability, and creativity. Further it monitors pain, fear, happiness and other
emotional aspects.
So that these tasks can be accomplished, the Consciousness must
have a Data Bank to draw this information from. The Sub-conscious mind
(like a computer) represents the storage devices (HARDWARE) with a
Data Base Management System (SOFTWARE). The Sub-conscious mind
will retain everything it hears, sees, feels, or experiences. It does not
discern right or wrong, good or bad, positive or negative etc. It simply
stores all input absorbing and maintaining on file everything experienced
for ready Access when instructed by the conscious mind.
Just as a computer can only provide responses based on information
for which it was programmed, the Brain reacts in the same manner. Programs which we refer to as "HABITS" are stored in the subconscieousness. If we wish to "Break-a-Habit" it is not the conscious
mind but the subconscious mind which needs to be de-bugged or
undergo program modification.
Why does a fat person over eat? Why do we continue to smoke or
drink or overdo even when faced with loss of limb or life? It's because we
are a product of our thinking!!!
Our thinking is our programming.
Therefore, an obese person with conscious effort will lose weight but
most assuredly will gain it all back. To correct the overweight problem
requires a conditioning of sub-conscious thoughts.
Scientific studies have proven that thoughts, ideas, and attitudes are
intentionally programmed into the sub-conscious mind, then the conscious mind will access this new data to act upon. Positive action will
soon take place.
The conscious mind can reject an idea (hitting the escape key) unless
the idea is not heard or understandable.
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RIM-LICKS
RIM-LICKS is a take off on Limericks but jucier. You must let your
tongue nestled inside your pursed lips then let it swish feather lightly to
and fro within your mouth, generating enough saliva to completely
emerse and bathe it. Then press your tongue slowly in and out painting
your lips with lifes fluids. Now you may proceed to read RIM-LICKS. But
remember to practice the above with a friend, then you may encounter a
few additional profound licks.
While he was keying-in "ENCOUNTER",
To his girl while tending his Flounder;
I prefer you askew As we chat while we screw But he finally jumped up and bound 'er.
* * *
Unique is the Strumpet from Lazer,
By the way her c/ientele pays'er;
A computer she uses Attached to her whosis Then clocks everybody that lays'er.
* * *
A predictable Cocksman named Prude,
With his PET, was playing "INTERLUDE";
As his instrument slipped His electrodes were nipped He excitely ran off un-screwed.

* * *
At the new Computer Emporium,
T'was not just a super consortium;
But highly effectual High stepping and sensual A Robotic Masturbatorium.
* * *

Billowing, willowing, Adventure "SOFTPORN",
Played by Ken and by Larry ti/ Morn;
Three Girls in a Tub Rub - a - Dub - Dub Black Jack, VD, and three girls to Scorn.
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630
640
650
660
6?(1
68(1
69(1
7(10
710

62~

370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
46(1
4?0
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
5?0
580
590
600
610

V!$(3)="VIBRATED "
VI$(4)= 11 BOUNCEil II
VI$C5)="TWIRLS "
VI$C6)="FUCKS "
VI$(7)="LAUGHED II
VI$(8)= 11 EXPLODED II
VI$(9)="SUCKS "
VB$(0)="IS II
VB$(1)="WAS II
VB$ ( 2) =II APPEAPS "
VB$(3)="SEEMED II
VB$(4)="SOUNDS II
VB$(5)="LOOKED II
VB$(6)= 11 APPEARED II
VB$ ( 7) =II REMA IHEI1 ti
VB$C8)= 11 STAYS ti
VB$(9)="SEEMS "
\/T$(0)="MOUNTED II
VT$(1)="SMELLS II
VT$C2)="GOOSED "
VT$(3)="DEVOURED II
VT$(4)="DEMANDS "
VT$(5)="SHOT II
VT$(6)=•WASHEII II
VT$(7)="KISSED II
VTfC8>= 11 PETTED "
VT$(9)="LICKED II
VG$(0)="GIVES II
VGS(l)="GIVES II
VG$(2)= 11 SHIT II
VG$(3)="BROIJGHT II
'·/G:t(4)="0FFERED II
VG:t ( 5) = I I HAND::; II
VG$(6)= 11 GLUED II
VG$(7)="THREW II

1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1341
1350
1360

1262

1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1261

1210

1 1

X=FNR<X>
GJ
IFX=<4THENJ$( 1 )= 11 " : GOT0115(1
X=FNRCX)
JIC1>=AJ$(X)
X=FNF<: <)<: >
MIC D=NMSOD
X=FNP 0()
IFX=8THENX=2
0$( P=N$C>D
NP$(1 )=M$<1 )+J$0 )+0$(1)
X=FNPC:·D
I Fi<=<:4 THENA'v'$= II II : GOTO 1250
X=FNF: O<>
AV$=AV$ ( >::)
X=Ft~R <X)
Irn=<4THENX=FNP(>~): VP$=VI:t<>::): GOT015?(1
X=FNR<X)
IFX=(4THENX=FNF<:OO: VPl=VBSOO: KT =1: GOT01~:20
X=FNR(X)
IFX=(4THEt~X=FNROD :vr:t=VT$00 :f=l :GOT01300
X=FNR(X): VGl=VG$00
X=FNF.: ( X)
IFX=(4THEtU$(2)=" 11 =GOT01350
X=FNR<X>
J$(2)=AJ$CX)
IFJ$(2)=J$( 1 HHEN.JS(2)="": GOT01320
I FK'r'= 1THENKY=0 : VP$=VP$+.J$ (2) : GOTO 1570
X=FNR 00
M$(2)=NMSOD
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1120
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1140
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1180
1190
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1100 VC$=VCl<X>
"t:J
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FORN=0T05
S:f=VC$+t'1P$( 1 )+AV$+VPf+P$
X=FNR O·D
IFX=(4THEN'v'C$="":GOT01110
X=FNR<X>
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T.D.B. FREE PROGRAM CONTRIBUTOR
Bob Krebs, retired, amateur programmer and Ham Radio Operator
hails from Mt. Vernon, New York, Box 2222, Zip 10551. Bob is also the
Software Librarian for the West Chester County PET User's Group and
would be interested in exchange for contributions.
Mr. Krebs launched this entry into the contest which is a DIRTY
WORD Generator. It was written on a Commodore PET. In order to make
translation to other Micro-Soft Basic Machines easier, he has added rem
statements on all PET dependent coding. Bob also has written an English
into Braile translator. (Editor's note: We hope he doesn't call this Dirty
Fingers.) Bob wins a free TDB subscription and 10 diskettes. He is willing
to supply his program on tape or disk for a copying and media fee.
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1390
1400
1410
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1570
1580
1590
1600
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1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
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IFM$(2)=M$C1)THENM$(2)=''":GOT01350
X=FNRCO
0$<2>=N$0D
J;-0$(2)=0$( 1 >THEN0$(2)="": GOT01380
HP$C2>=M$(2)+J$(2)+0$(2)
IFT=1THEHT=0:VP$=VT$+NP$(2):GOT01570
X=FNR<X>
IF>(={4THENJ$(3)="":GOT01480
r;=FNR<X>
J$<3>=AJ:f<X>
IFJ$(3)=J$(1)0RJ$(3)=JSC2>THEMJS(3)="":GOT01450
X=FNR<X>
M$(3)=HM$CX>
IFMSC3>=M$<1>0RM:f<3>=M$<2HHENM$(3)="":GOT01480
X=Ft~ROD

I F>-:=8THENX=7
0$(3)=N$0D
IF0$(3)=0$( 1 >OR0$<3>=0$(2HHEN0$(3)="": GOT01510
NPSC3)=M$(3)+J$(3)+0$(3)
VPS=VGS+NPS(2)+"TO "+NPSC3)
X=FHR<X>
PS="ll"+PS<X>: REM P$= CURSOR LEFT +F'tOD
L=LHl<Sf):JFL={40THENAS=S$:GOT01740
FORB=39T01STEP-1
T$=MID$CS$,B.1>
IF T$=" " THENBS=RIGHT$CS$, L-B>: A:t=LEFT$CS$, B>: GOT01640
NE>-:TB
L=LEWB$): IFL={40THEN1740
FORC=38T01STEP-1
T$=MIDSCB$,C,1)
IF T$=" " THENC:t=RIGHT$CB$, L-0: B:t=LEFT$CB$, C): GOT01690
NE>=:TC
L=LEt-~CC$): IFL={40THEN1740
(cont on pg. 48)

(cont. from pg. 21)

The display indicated that I could read the message again (assuming it
was longer than a single screen of text could display), return to the
Subscriber Services menu, or terminate the connection. At the Services
menu, I selected LEAVE A MESSAGE, and typed the following reply to
NOR023.
DELIGHTED TO HEAR FROM YOU, WHERE ARE YOU LOCATED? I
DON'T HAVE A MUST ACHE NOW, BUT WILL GROW A FULL BEARD
IF YOU'D LIKE A RIDE. l'M IN HOUSTON. THIS IS THE FIRST
MESSAGE l'VE SENT. DID I JUST LOSE MY VIRGINITY? BY THE WAY,
MY NAME IS RANDY AND l'M HANDY TO HAVE AROUND.
HOU702
After logoff, I sat back, musing about the situation. On the face of it,
what the hell was a corporate executive doing sending raunchy
messages to a person or persons unknown? Unbelievable! I stared at the
dark computer screen trying to fathom the seeming compulsive actions
of the last hour. What was the term? Computer freak? Was I "freaking
out" as kids used to say? I turned back to my desk and started shuffling
papers, distracting that novel train of thought into oblivion.
The ensuing week brought a flood of messages:
SEND A PHOTO OF YOURSELF, A GROUP IS GETTING ORGANIZED TO MEET IN ATLANTIC CITY DURING THE COMPUTER SHOW IN
MAY. WE'RE RENTING A SUITE AND ARE LOOKING FOR FIFTEEN OR
TWENTY PERSONS TO SHARE EXPENSES AND SEXUAL ACROBATICS. XAVIERA HOLLERITH, THE BENEFACTOR OF US ALL, HAS
BEEN INVITED AND WILL PROBABLY COME (SEVERAL TIMES!) ....
DO YOU EVER GET TO MONTANA? MY WIFE AND I LIKE IT BUTTE
TO BUTTE TO BUTTE ....
hi-RES HARDCORE LOOPS FOR YOUR APPLE. SEND $35.00
TO ....
l'M A LONELY LADY ON THE GOOD SIDE OF FORTY WITH A YEN
FOR YOUNGER MEN. I CAN SHOW YOU A THING OR TWO AND WILL
DO EVERYTHING YOU WANT. GIVE ME GUIDANCE AND I WILL
FULFILL YOUR EVERY DESIRE ....
THE TULSA TWINS ARE COMING TO HOUSTON. ARE YOU UP FOR
IT? .. (HA, HA) ....
WOULD YOU SEND ME AN EXPLICIT MESSAGE, A BLOW BY
BLOW DESCRIPTION OF WHAT YOU WOULD DO WITH YOUR
(cont. on pg. 40)
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(cont. from pg. 39)

TONGUE AND FINGER NAILS TO A 19-YEAR OLD, BUCKING BRONCO COWGIRL BADLY IN NEED OF BREAKING AND TAMING? I
USUALLY THROW MOST RIDERS BECAUSE THEY DON'T TAKE THE
TIME TO LEARN HOW TO CONTROL THE RAGING BEAST INSIDE OF
ME ... "DALLAS ALICE".
HA VE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE GUY WHO TRIED TO MOUNT A
DISKETTE, SLIPPED, AND NOW SINGS 'ALTOS' IN THE CHOIR? FOR
SOME MORE STUFF FOR THE GUYS WITH THE RIGHT STUFF, CONTACT SF0069.
Things continued on like this pretty much for the next several weeks. I
received messages and spent my days concocting outrageous replies.
Occasionally, the telephone rang and interrupted my computerized piccadillos, but I dismissed the intrusion with a mumble. I noticed on my
credit card billing another $50.00 had been charged by Xaviera as a
'monthly subscription', but I didn't care. The replies I was receiving from
my 'correspondents' were looking like they were starting to produce
results. I was anxiously awaiting the day when a meeting could be setup
with NOR023, a woman who calls herself Sinthea.
A few months and seemingly hundreds of messages were sent and
received - not a single subscriber had slipped into my bed so far when the comm screen indicated "no answer". I directly dialed the
number myself. It was true, the phone line was not being answered. This
state of affairs continued for several days, my mental state becoming increasingly anguished by the moment. I was sure I was very close to getting together with one or two subscribers. The delights they described
sounded pleasantly unbearable.
During these days I was able to catch up on some work, filing longoverdue reports on the project and such. Finally, one morning, Xaviera's
system was back on line. She apologized for the inconvenience, there'd
been a fire in an adjoining office one night and the sprinkler system on
that floor of the building had come on, damaging their computer system
and destroying records. The message went on to explain that subscriber
questionnaires would have to be re-entered and new billing information
obtained. I didn't hesitate to log-in another questionnaire, hoping against
all odds that I'd make the same entries again as the initial answers I'd
given half in jest before.
Once again, I was informed that a list of subscriber ID 'matches' would
be sent to me as soon as possible, I should allow a few weeks this time,
in order for the data base to be rebuilt. I felt close to panic. Would I be
able to make contact with Dallas Alice again? Would Sinthea still be interested in coming to town? Arrangements still had to be worked out.
(cont. on pg. 41)
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(cont. from pg. 40)

As I was about to log-off, a familiar message appeared. I had a
message on file. Would I care to receive it now? I plunged for the
keyboard.
GREETINGS FROM NOR023. YOU MUST BE ONE HELL OF A MAN IF
YOU LIKE THE POSITIONS YOU DESCRIBED. I DON'T KNOW YOUR
ID# YET BECAUSE I WAS SCANNING THE LIST OF MATCHES LATE
LAST NIGHT HOPING FOR A SURPRISE AND DISCOVERED YOUR
RECORD#. l'M LYING HERE ALONE AND ACHING TO BE TAKEN.
PLEASE LEAVE A MESSAGE, HONEY. I SURE WANT TO KNOW YOU
BETTER.
NOR023
PS: DO YOU HAVE A MUSTACHE? MY FANCY COULD USE A
TICKLE.
Odd. It was the same message I'd received from Sinthea after I'd
originally signed up. Confused, I logged-off to consider. Well, maybe
they were still having some problems with their computer. I'll wait for my
updated ID listing and see whtat happens then.
I sweated out the mail delivery every morning, craving an answer to
my increasingly horny dilemma. But a month went by, then another. I
called the '800' number. No connection. When I tried a voice call, I was
informed the number was no longer in service. Scrambling through long
overlooked stacks of mail, I found my last MasterCharge billing. The
"subscription renewal" was $500.00! Alarmed, I called the magazine in
which I'd originally seen Xaviera's ad. Their advertising department
couldn't give me a phone number or address. I was furious, desperate.
Not only was my love-life struck a fatal blow, but a typing error at the
same charge card processing center threatened to bankrupt me.
Gathering my wits about me, I called the post office in New Orleans
and was informed that I must send a written request for the post box
owner's name and address.
I sent a mailgram.
A few days later, the reply arrived, giving a company name, Love
Longer Computing, Ltd. with a suburban New Orleans address. I closed
my office and jumped the next flight. Taking a cab from the airport, I arrived at the address of the company. All the way from the airport, I agonized about losing touch with Sinthea and the Tulsa Twins. Their messages
were explicitly to the point. I was sure I couldn't face life anymore if I
didn't try the Persian Love Basket with those two eager youngsters.
At last we arrived. Love Longer Computing was listed on the building
directory. I took an elevator to their floor, the walls of the car seeming to
(cont. on pg. 42)
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(Cont from pg. 41)

press in, contributing to my increasing maniacal anxiety. When the doors
started to open, I plunged through, caroming off the half opened doors into the back of a workman leaning against a heavy dolly. Muttering an ernbarrased apology, I scuttled away, darting glances from side to side at
the numbered office doors.
Finally, I came to the offices and found the door ajar. My eyes fell upon
the sign affixed to the door. My heart hammered and a wave of grey
swept over my eyes. I reached for the opposite wall of the corridor for
balance, mistook its distance and slid to the floor. As my breath returned
and vision cleared, I couldn't bring my eyes away from the empty, printout strewn rooms of the office. To raise my eyes would be to invite
another body-blow. The sign on the door seemed to leer, taunting me as
the messages I received had done. COMPU-TEASE.
* * *
About the Author: Riz Ralston
Riz has a checkered background, having dealt in contraband, white
slavery, and popular music, sometimes separately, sometimes in various
combinations. Riz writes most of his stuff by dictating to a rotating (')
staff(! I) of scampily clad 'secretaries' who also double as masseuses
when not on-line. Because of his early financial successes in the
aforementioned lines-of-work, Ralston is financially well-off. He has
recently invested in a company developing lifesize programmable sex
robots and is finishing his second book on bedroom automation.
Ralston authored the book that is credited with launching the 'Office
Automation' industry: "Automation Is Best Applied To Things Done Over
and Over". He is a widely-respected antagonist of the ERA, posing the
questions about why women would want to become equal and give up
all their power.
Ralston is divorced and floats around alot.

* * *

An increasing number of elderly Japanese men are returning in coffins
from packaged sex tours abroad. A tourist agent was quoted as saying
one "regrettable" factor contributing to the rising tourist death rate is that
"more elderly males are going abroad on packaged sex tours and
breathe their last during sexual bouts."
The agency said 176 Japanese tourists died or were killed abroad last
year. The fatalities were double those recorded a decade ago, he said.
Is this what you call NEC (king)??
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SUBLIMINAL ELECTRONICA
In order to enter pre-programmed positive thoughts into the subconsicious mind it is necessary to avoid screening of such thoughts by the
conscious mind because rejection or thought selection could occur.
A significant technique used in the past has been Hypnotism. This
method performed by a medical practicianer or Hypnotist has rendered
positive results because direct programming of the sub-conscious mind
takes place.
However, most people do not take the time or effort to undergo Hypnotism or even auto-hypnosis. Therefore Subliminal Suggestion can easily be induced effortlessly and during waking or sleeping hours.
The sub-conscious mind can accept and will accept thoughts not
selected out by conscious screening. At this writing, Computer based
programs with subliminal suggestions are not available (to our
knowledge). However, an experiment was made using a Computer Products International computer with eight video terminals engaged by eight
not-so-smart elderly ladies still virginal at the key-board and cranky with
themselves. The programmer assigned, modified his program to flash
the word "SMILE" on the screen so quickly that that the conscious mind
could not read it. By all reports, the dour ladies complained less and
promptly became adept.
Hal Becker, president of Behavioral Engineering Corporation has
developed an array of units called subliminal processors. He has been
working on subliminals since 1951 and now offers film and video units in
addition to audio models.
One of his models is used in medical offices and clinics to provide
soothing power. It plays peaceful music over a soft, imperceptible
message that tells patients not to worry about the treatment they will
soon receive. The purpose of the message is to calm patients by acting
on the subconscious. The clinic's original unit relied on a cassette tape
loop to repeat its positive thought message. This device eventually wore
out. Becker now offers a solid-state model that eliminates the problem.
Companies such as SCWL have created subliminal Audio Cassette
tapes. Recorded subliminal messages have been specially developed to
be perceived below the level of conscious awareness. Barely audible
positive thought patterns are transmitted directly to the sub-conscious
mind. Purportedly, the more a person plays a programmed tape, the
faster will the sub-conscious mind absorb the message. As harmony of
the conscious and sub-conscious minds arise, then too the body and
mind start working together.

(cont. on pg. 44)
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(cont. from pg. 43)

An SCWL product ad promotes the following:
Have you always wanted to seduce women without even trying?
Better yet. have them seduce you! Now you can as easy as turning on
your stereo with Audio Subliminal Seduction. This program originally
developed by behavioral therapists to release sensual subconscious fantasies and bring about heightened sexual desires will add an exciting
new dimension to your next romantic encounter. Relax and enjoy the
beautiful music that most fits the mood of the evening as your guest suddenly develops an uncontrollable urge to do more than just make idle
conversation.
The subliminal seduction series consists of popular or classic tapes or
L.P.'s. Other selections control weight, smoking, stress, fear, depression, or strengthens concentration, happiness, motivation, etc.
With the development of sexually unrepressed computer programs it
would be relatively easy to flash word pictures or phrases onto the
screen while the conscious mind is busily fascinated with the sublime.
Just as electronic attachments have been designed as add-ons to T.V.
sets, such as electronic clocks displaying the time on the screen, then,
too, a device could be made to flash concealed messages on the screen.
Such a device could be called a Subliminal Sensual Soliciter or a
Subliminal Sex Satisfier or a . . . ???
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DOITY WHAT???
This puzzle was generated from CROSSWORD MAGIC (p.65) in le_ss
than 15 minutes. Hint: In answering puzzle, most word responses require
the word Dirty preceding. (See Answers p.68).
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i:!CROSS CLUES
2.
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
12.
14.
15.
19.

20.
21.

22.
25.
27.

28.
30.
31.
32.
33.

NOT NATURAL
OOITY DISEASE
Bi:IO THOUGHT
HIGHLY REGRETTABLE
MESSED UP JOHH
BELOH THE BELT
EXPOSE IN PUBLIC
NOT CLEi:IR AND BRIGHT
DESTITUTE
OFFENSIUE CALLING
LICENCIOUSNESS
PAD
BECOME UNCLEAN
RISKY ASSIGNMENT
VERY
STORY
DOITY HIZARO
HUMILIATE OR INSULT
BAO GUY
FILTHY SUV

ICJ

DOHN CLUES
1. UNTRUTH
2. UNSCRUPULOUS DEALING
4. PUBLISHER~S NAHE
6. HUODIED
8. PREJUDICED PHRASES
9. VERY INEXPENSIVE

10. ZERO VISIBILITY. FOG

13. TILLS THE SOIL
16. ILLGAINED
17. SEX EMPHASIS PROHOTIOH
18. HUMILIATE OR INSULT
21. OUST.SOIL. COHHOH
23. COCKNEY HORD; PROSTITUTE
24. CONIJEYIHG RESENTHEHT
25. SHUT
26. DOITY CELL
29. DIRTYOLE ?
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ADDITORIAL
Although programs have been written with great effort in the business
and scientific communities, it has only been in the last year and a halt that
gameware has achieved its recognition. Since professional programmers have to eat, there full time jobs require their major effort. Most of
them have job demands that is in excess of a 40 hour week. The programmer who has a standard work week is in great demand at $25 to
$40 an hour overtime opportunities.
For the most part, programs for micro computers are being written by
part time programmers, part time hobbyists and young novice computerists.
Gameware was a natural development of young people who have not
Hie pressure of large family committments or economic pressure.
Therefore, just a small number of programmers make up the production
of the game software being generated.
Good sophisticated programs take man months and man years to
code and test. More specific to the programming aspect is the diligence
that must be extended in making such programs "friendly." This term is
used in the sense that a computer is not a friend it the man or gal on the
street purchases computer and its attending programs that are difficult to
use. If too complicated or weighty documentation is involved, negativism
sets in.
This is where easy programs are sought. The demand for programs is
exceedingly great and the availability of programmers is a problem not to
be solved for many moons.
Once a person has purchased a computer, the natural inclination is to
use it. One of the best uses is for leisure time and or pleasure time. The
Dirty Book is seeking to have programs developed to satisfy the quest for
computer activity in serving our sensual pleasures. Most programs at
present have been designed for the Apple. Our efforts appeal to programming talents tor the other micros.
An interesting void of sex appealing programs is in CP/M operating
systems such as Z-80's and S-1 00 Bus convention computers. The Dirty
Book puts out a call for action from computerists to seek and solicit some
good peppy programming.
* * *
In preparing to go to press and perplexed while running my eyes over
the covers of the current magazine stand, it was pleasant to find
Business Week, Newsweek and Forbes each with covers depicting the
micro computer success story. Forbes, entitled "Tomorrow Has Arrived" stated, "Like cars in the twenties, radio in the thirties and TV in
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the fifties, personal computers are a giant business that is fast becoming
mass."
Newsweek in its feature, "To each His Own Computer" remarked,
"An enormous potential is at everyman's fingertips and a huge new industry is taking off." Also in cartoon form denoting the computer being
totally useful to all the family with a caption stating, "Curling up with a
computer." The article claims that 3 million computers will be sold this
year.
Business Week, "Moving Away from Mainframes," stated that,
" ... small computers and the convenience in using them for dedicated
applications, customers have begun to buy them in large
numbers ... the result of the competition has been to stimulate IBM into
a fever of technological change."
There is no doubt that those of us who have found ourselves with computer have a definite edge in conquering computer literacy in addition to
using it as a tool to our advantage. One write-in quipped that it's his
"Pleasure Box." The Dirty Book offers $100.00 and a write-up on the
person who sends in the first Erotic Program for the IBM personal
computer.

* * *
The highest concentration of prostaglandins is found in Human
Semen. In some instances such as blood clotting and preventing heart
attacks it may be better than taking aspirin or so, at least as in the case of
arthritics, who are highly dependent on the positive effects of aspirin.
Prostaglandins, however, can counteract the negative side effects of
aspirin.
"Not tonight Honey, I have a headache" excuses can now be solved
with aspirin and oral satisfaction.

* * *
A Florida robot designed for nuclear power plants worked its arm
loose and then began beating itself to pieces.
Do you think it grows hair on its

pa~ms??

* * *
Talking chips are becoming ubiquitous. The Omni Voice Master is the
latest in the watch-that-talks. The chip contains human voice sounds.
The wearer is serenaded by a minuet and if the alarm is not turned off,
you are told "Attention please" and if no response on your part, you are
told "please hurry!"

I wonder what the Mickey Mouse version would say?
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(cont from pg. 9)

been written about, mentioned or compared-to in several publications including TIME magazine, which also ran a reproduction of
our ad in connection with the article.
DB:

Do you have any plans to develop or market another program of
this nature?

KW: We have nothing in the fire currently, however, if someone were to
submit to me a program of "Softporn's" quality and versatility and
especially if it required a similar photo session for the advertising
campaign, I would definitely consider publishing it.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Our Publisher, Dan Ellis has a cherished copy of
the premier issue fo The Dirty Book which is in addition to the "First Run"
from the printer. As he tells it, "While in Santa Clara, Cal. at the Computer Faire, he was approached by two lovely gals who stated that they
wanted their FREE, Dirty Books. Puzzled, but willing to respond graciously, Ellis asked, what was their reason for FREE books. Simultaneously
they pointed out their center spread attributes by flipping through the
Book. Ellis commented that nothing's FREE but he'd settle for each of
their autographs on across their endowments of the Center Fold Advertising.
(cont from pg. 38)
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FORD=38T01STEP-1
T$=MID$(C$,D,1)
IF Tl=" "THENDl=RIGHT$CC$,L-D):C$=LEFTICC$,D):GOT01740
~lEXTD

PRINTAI
IFBIO" "THENPRitffB$
IFCIO" "THEHPRHlTCf
IFD$0" "THENPRH.ffDf
PRINT:B$="":C$="":D$=""
NEXTN
PRINT"SHOULD I JELL YOU MORE?"
GETQWI: IFQWI=" "THEN1810
IFLEFT:f(QW$,1)="Y"THENPRIMT":::l":GOT01050:REM CLEAR SCRErn
PRitH"~K COME AGAIN!" :PRINT"JU /M AWA'T'S": END:
REM CLEAR SCREEH THEM
1840 REM CURSOR DOWN 5 LINES--ON PET /END' PRINTS
THE WORD READ'r' ON SC:f<:EEt·J
READ'T'.
* * *
Heard about the Cyclist who got jailed for prostitution?
He got caught peddling his ass off.
Submitted by Big Lonnie
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Section One
ANIMATED SEX
The Animated Sex Cartoons are very friendly. Any Bloke or Dirty Ole
Man can operate these graphics disks on the Apple. Hilalarious with
sounds and cartoon captions in addition to variations of animated true
raunchy sex. These are party hell raisers and will definitely bring pink
cheeks to the timid. These may be better qualified as Stag Disks.
There are four in the series. Dirty Old Man - Side One and French Post
Cards - Side One are written up in this SECTION. All are Double sided
with purchase of one side by special request. Additionally there is BED
TIME STORIES and COMIX ILLUSTRATED.

BAWDY ADVENTURE
By PETER CONST ANTI NE
AT ARI 400/800
32K CASSETTE

Source Listing $3.00
Plus $1.00 Handling

$9.95
SEXUAL CONTENT moderate, consisting of adventure situations
which include sexual overtones.

"BAWDY ADVENTURE in the Magic Caverns" is a friendly A-Rated
challenging puzzle envoking the true pleasures of exploring a sexual conquest fantasy.
Joviality is added with the insertion of a Talking Banana and a Magic
Phallus hidden away in the womb-like caverns and the red muff river
water falls. This is an Adventure game where the author will allow you to
modify, add to, delete from, and enhance his program by letting you
have access to his source. Source listings may be purchased for $3.00
plus $1.00 handling. The coding consists of approximately 150 lines of
almost full 80 character lines.
It is entertainingly written and stimulates interest with the imaginative
experiences you are subjected to.
*

*

*

Do you know why the Greek Programmer ran away from home?
Because he didn't like the way his dad reared him. But he went back
because he couldn't stand to leave his brother's behind.
Submitted by Skinny Joe
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DIRTY OLD MAN -

SIDE ONE

ANIMATED SEX CARTOONS
By CPI ASSOCIATES APPLE II+ 3.3
48K DOUBLE SIDED DISK
$24.95; series discount

Tony Morazan

ONE SIDED SPECIAL
$14.95

SEXUAL CONTENT hard core. Animated graphic cartoons with
sound and user captions.
• The Dirty Old Man confronts three lovely ladies as he is decked out
with his FLASHER Trench Coat. He flashes expecting to shock the tr1ree
Dolls but is graphically confused when the three girls get the better of
him.
• Next our Dirty Old Man is at the office confronting one of the new
very exquisite Misses. It doesn't take him long to get very "nosey".
• Then we are shocked by the Dirty Old Man acosting some young
dollies with some explicit oral exercises.
• Not to be out done by Employee fringe benefits, our Dirty Old Man
demonstrates how to improve employee relations and does a "bang-up
job".
• Next, we find our Dirty Old Man being laughed at by a mean old
broad for his apparent tiny appendage. He has the last laugh however as
Dirty Old Man takes his best stroke.
• Then our Dirty Old Man is really Dirty as he attempts to offer candy to
a little girl. The flip side is just as jovial, the cartoon graphics are neatly
drawn. The captions and sounds in addition to the action are put together
tastefully.
(cont from pg. 51)

Because you have been a bad boy, on June 23 (our third anniversary)
you should call for a reservation at Rene's ordering a bottle of Pinot Nair
white wine, a half ounce of caviar and Alaskan King Crab for two.
Upon leaving, ask Louie, the Maitre de, for an envelope which shall
detail the remaining part of our evening!!!

This is a profound program that will allow you the freedom of selecting
delicate romanticism for the very sweet nice person, or to the raunchiest
of kinky perversions and grafitti talk or suggestions; whatever moves you
or your love mate.
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Section One
ENCOUNTER
By CLONE SOFTWARE
APPLE II+ 3.2/3.3
48K DISK

$24.95
SEXUAL CONTENT develops from mild to hard core in situations
created by the user. A sensual, two person encounter-activity program. INVIGORATING!

When a program gives you a choice of SEX or PIZZA, whats your
answer? Ok . . .
Encounter consists of a great Data Base Management System which
allows you to work with its pre-existing 17 questions and some 40
"Lewds" or sexual encounters which you play with in its packaging. But
once you find out how to ENTER its inner-most secrets, a person can program his/her own questions, responses and Sexual fantasies.
Anytime you change Boy or Girl friends, a person need not throw
away his Encounter Program. You need simply change you Lewds to fit
His/Her "taste"
Better yet, anytime you want to hint your base desires to your
"honey", just sneak in a few choice questions and gear them towards the
Encounter that you would like for that moment.
You can actually devise your computer so that it becomes your electronic cupid and thereby trap some new person that you would like to
gain attention from. How about something like this? A few questions on
items you already know about the person such as age, hair, clothes, attitudes, food preferences and after he/she answers these right smart!~,
the LEWD appears!
Example: Find the Lovely Great person seated across the room with
legs crossed dressed in black with open collar and gold medallion neck
piece (Press space bar for next page.)
Upon approaching . . . this person wishes to be escorted to the second floor bathroom, lights turned off, laid on the floor, undressed quickly, and . . . .

A person may of course enter such appropriate Encounters which
may fall into the Romantic- Sensual in setting or "trapping" one's lover to
perform engagements in the future such as:
(cont. on pg. 50)
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FRENCH POSTCARDS -

SIDE ONE

ANIMATED SEX CARTOONS
By CPI ASSOCIATES APPLE II+ 3.3
48K DOUBLE SIDED DISK
$24.95; series discount

Tony Morazan

ONE SIDED SPECIAL
$14.95

SEXUAL CONTENT hard core. Animated graphic cartoons with
sound and user captions.

This disk side operates on a menu basis whereby four epilogs may be
selected as follows.
AT THE BEACH - As this chick is warming to the sun in her itty bitty,
bikini, the Lifeguard at his stand in the background has become aroused.
In a short time he is at her side stating, "This is what I love." as he services her needs.
THE NEW MAID - The Madam calls in the new French Maid to pour
her some champaign. The Maid exclaims that the Madam has a "body
magnifique." The Maid proceeds to caress her Mistress and soon shows
her what to do with an empty champaign bottle.
DOUBLE TROUBLE - An American Male Tourist armed with a
camera wanted to take some pictures when two maidemoiselles approached him wanting to show him what little girls are made of. They
properly saddled him with gifts, but he never had time to get his French
Pictures.
AFTER SCHOOL - Remember when you were a kid in school? The
teachers always got on your back? Well here's one young fellow having
been repremanded is told to stay after school. It didn't take the Teach
long to get to the root of the problem. Teach was so pleased in solving
the problem that she gave the student a shiney Apple.
The graphics, sound, action captions and ideas are a bold symphony
of humor and zest.
Ther reverse side of this disk is every bit as spectular into the unique
adventure of French way of life.

* * *
A disgruntled wife scolding her husband busily entering code on his
keyboard said, "Harry, how many times have I told you not to swear in
front of Junior? Don't S-A-Y bastard in front of him.
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Section One
INTERLUDE
By SYNTONIC SOFTWARE CORP.
APPLE II 3.2./3.3
16K DISK
$21.95

TRS-80 II
16K DISK $21.95
TAPE $18.95

SEXUAL CONTENT ranges from mild to hard core in situations suggested by the computer. Two person interlude activity program
GREAT FUN!
Interlude allows the participants either as a couple or as individuals to
play through several questions responding in such a manner so as to
establish a mood which would justify an intrigueing computer selected
compendium of interludes. The computer asks if your desired activity is
to be performed immediately or one which requires preparation and planning.

In all, there are I 06 interludes to excite you and your partner through a
love excursion of experiences. INTERLUDE II has been promised to be a
mopt interesting sequel. You are invited to enter your very own exciting
sexual - sensual - exotic - kinky submital for publication. Your
reward will be a free copy of INTERLUDE II. Get your current INTERLUDE program now for practice.
Some examples two can play:
• One experience is to rent or borrow an x-rated film and projector or
video recorder. Dress should be ready for action as the two of you get
stimulated and you simulate the activity on the screen.
• How about this one, by candle light, watching your images being
returned from a full length mirror, massage oil onto each others skin and
protrusions. Knead and rub all over as the skin texture glistens shiny
reflections which demand passionate kissing as you watch each others
provocative love play in the mirror.
• Or some devilish trip at a friends party. When things get a little dull,
invite your partner to a Quickie in some secluded bathroom or patio. The
idea is to do it quickly and quietly to each others mutual satisfaction.
Many of the Interludes require certain accessories that most often are
found around the habitat. Mirrors, velvet ribbons, oils, candles vibrators
etc.
lnovation can always be encouraged ... once you get on the right
track!! After all a game is just a game and its what turns you on that
counts!!
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LOVE QUOTIENT #9
By S.O.G. Software
APPLE II+ 3.2/3.3
48K Disk
$29.95
SEXUAL CONTENT - questionaire form asking mature sexual likes
and attitudes for the express purpose of analyzing a couples sexual
compatibility or to place greatest emphasis on matching within a
large group of SERIOUS SWINGERS. l.Q. #9 has a by-line name of
"The Search for the Perfect '10'." This is a three part program:
• Sexual Compatibility - by interview methed of 25 multiple choice
questions a profile is determined as a comparison of sameness in the
quest of a partner. In the evaluation, certain questions are measured with
great significance applied in determining a more valid sexual profile. Two
person compatibility rs expressed by a percentage value, 100% is tho
highest. Field testing indicates that very few couples get higher than
85 % , whereas 75 % is the average. Therefore this program can be utilized in your search for the "Perfect 1O".
• Match Maker - The second part of the program is for SERIOUS
SWINGERS. As a party novelty this program can add to the VIVA for any
friendly get-together. The program pairs everyone off with their most
compatible partner after calculating each person's "H-Factor".
• Mate Finder - Part three is your search for the Perfect "1 O". The
owner of the Disk has an edge in that his personal code name has been
imbedded onto the disk allowing he or she to be the principal person to
find your three most compatible persons as well as your compatibility
rating with each one of them.
• BONANZA!! - An interesting bonus is the feature for the Disk
owner to invade and capture all data questionaire files into a permanent
file. It's the LOVER'S true little "Black Book" designed to have the opposite sex (or otherwise) record their own fill-in-the-blanks.
Swingers Portfolio can be saved and used anytime.

Depending on your truthful response to this and the other penetrating
questions, will give your sexual compatibility with your partner or will
select three most compatible sexual partners from the swingers group.
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Section One
RAUNCHY RHYTHMS
By ACE Systems TRS - 80 I / Ill
16K Cassette Only
$19.95 Cassette

Lee Wainwright

15" Printer Needed
Print out your favorite person $4.95
$29.95 Disk

SEXUAL CONTENT - verbal comments on print out are explicitely
adult with naughty vernacular.

Biorhythm chart for lovers. Upon entering his or her name, date of
birth, and start of date - THE FUN BEGINS! The computer not only
determines the daily bio-rhythmic cycles and prints them on 15" wide
paper for 183 consecutive days, but also analyses each day's sexual appetites and desires. Each print-out includes explanation of biorythms and
how it applies to day-to-day living. Each chart is 15" by four feet long.
Guaranteed to raise eye brows, etc!! In ordering, "HIS" Chart must be
specified otherwise "HER" Raunchy Rhythm Program will be sent. In
other words their is a separate program for each sex.
I
I

*I /H*
*liH*

GET READY WHAT YA GOT
<:AUSt BtCf'.Y··~; REALLY HOT TO TROT•
130 AHEA!J, DROOL 1, WRAP HER LIPS AROUNLI YOUR TOOL'

I

*CD*

BUMP 1, GRIND 1, TRY IT FROM BEHIND'

•:X> *PIL*

NOT QUITE AWAKE,

BECKY BETTER TAKE A COKE BREAK'

E
E
E
E
E
E

*E/H* GO TO BED AND GET SOME HtAU, BECKY SAID.
*CD*
BUMP & GR I ND 1, TRY IT FROM BEHIND'

E
p

E
E p

p
p
p

•Ill*
*Ill*
*P /H*

THOUGHTS WILL BE X-RATED "TILL YOU'VE MASTURBATED'
TODAY SHE"S FICKLE, SLIP HER A POPSICKLE!
TAKE OFF TOLIAY - - - TAKE IT ALL OFF 1

p

p

·:X>

P

<:X)

*!IL*
*Ill*

··x ••

~:HE'S

LIKE WINTER :;CREW A TREE, BUT WATCH FOR SPLINTER'
WHY TRY TO ENTICE?
SHE···s AS COLD AS ICE'
~

-*P/l*
*Ell*

NO GO FOR A@_L~ BLOW, BETTER SCRATCH A BACK IN THE SACK
NOT FEELING4l!P-TOP, GONNA TAKE A LOT TO MAKE IT HOT'

1

P/l* TAKE YOUR TIME AND BLOW YOUR MIND'
I
I
I
I
E

I

*CD* WANNA GET CURLED? TAKE
*llH*
YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE A
*l/H* BECf'.Y···s LETTING - START
*CD* HOW THE TH01Jf;HT L Il~C[.;~·;

A TRIP AROUND THE WORLD!
WIZARD TO f(NOW SHE WANTS YOUR LIZARD'
PETTING'
WI H-i AROMf' ON THf FINGERS!

E I
p

I
p

E
F

(Partial Print, Reduced 70%)
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PERSONAL SEX TEST
By George Thomas
APPLE II+ 3.3
4K Disk

$19.95
SEXUAL CONTENT Adult sexually explicite circumstances
queries the users appetites from romantic to kinky.
This program will ask you several personal questions about yourself
and your physical and sexual preferences. Using that information the
program will deten .1ine and display a description of your sexual
character and possibly a glimpse at your personality too!
It is important that the users answer the computer's questionarire in
private in order to assure accuracy. Question responses should be
studied and take as much time as needed.
After responding to certain physical data in addition to sexual
preferences and practices the computer does an analysis for a few
moments and your examiner received the following commentary on the
screen.
"Based on the analysis of your preferred frequency, as well as your
preferred type or variety, the following observation is given:
WOW
YOU ARE NOTHING
DYNAMO, DAN!!!

WOW. .

LESS THAN

WOW! I!
A

WALKING

TALKING

SEX

SOUNDS LIKE YOU REALLY GET INTO SEX!
YOU SHOULD KEEP SOME LUCKY GAL VERY VERY HAPPY ...
WELL, IN YOUR 37 YEARS OF SEXUAL EXPERIENCE YOU MUST
HAVE TRIED ABOUT EVERYTHING IMAGINABLE!

PORNO REVIEW
By APPLE PERVERT
Apple II+ 3.2/3.3
48K Disk
$
As stated by the author, this program was written originally for a video
store stocking and selling porno and blue porno video tapes. It is a data
base that allows for storage of data fields that can be accessed by date
(cont from pg :i7)
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Section One
PORNOPOLY
By Computer Consultants of Iowa -

DAVID NUSSBAUM

APPLE II + 3.2/3.3
48K DISK

AT ARI 400/800
40K DISK OR TAPE

TRS 80 I, Ill
DISK OR TAPE

$29.95

$29.95

29.95

SEXUAL CONTENT is centered in suggesting sexual activities and
removing clothing. This is a multiple player party game. CAN BE
LOTS OF FUN!!

This is an x-rated Computer Board Game. Before you can improve
your "position" you must own all of the pieces of that color group.
Colors are similar to or the same as will be found in the original Board
Game, however the properties are names of flavor such as Satisfaction
Ave., Jock Ave., Hardon Gardens, etc. Instead of "Free Parking" its
"Free Necking."
Starting with Bank issued money for each player the computer will
help you roll the dice and while you are occupied, it will also move your
piece from property to property. When you land on a "penalty" square
you must select a "Penalty Card" (supplied with your disk or tape) and
perform the "penalty" explicitely.
You may also land on "Pleasure Chest" or "Chance" square. The
computer issues this instruction from the bowels of its memory RAM.
If you blow caution to the wind and try indescriminately to buy up
everything - you will go bankrupt which calls for immediate disrobing to
the bare knuckles and the Computer announces, PLAY AROUND?
If you line up the Railroad companies you can stay fairly fat on your
rental income. Orgasm Railroad can really toot you. The game is fun for
two but can really get you "off" with three or four.
(cont. from pg. 56)

(mm/yy); name description; and ratings (1-5). It is a cross-reference lookup which could also be used for Girl Next Door Contests, etc.
Upon selecting from the menu Film title look up we entered the letters:
DE. This gave us the listings of dates, description and ratings of the
following sample:
Devious Girls, Deep Throat, Deep Throat 11, Femmes De Sade, Debbie
Does Dallas, etc.
------O
What's a Kosher Computer?
A circumcised one!!
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SEX DISK
By AVANT-GARDE CREATIONS
APPLE II+ 3.2/3.3
48K DISK

Game Paddles

$15.95
SEXUAL CONTENT mild, consisting of comments on sexuality in our
society. One or two person game.

Consisting of six skill games where upon asking if you wish instruction, reviews in proper perspective the text matter which could be excellent for introducing sexual information to teenagers, with a bit of
humor attached to the games.
As an example, one of the skill games is called the Big Score.
SCORING is a fairly common word among young males. It's meant to
communicate that some male has successfully exercised his sexual
powers, which results in his having sexual relations with the "target"
Female. The young female's role, quite anxious about "ruining her
reputation" attempts to fend off the advances of a young male and remain pure and innocent. She is supposed to be more desirable and marriable if she's relatively "untouched."
The object of the game is to see how many women a male can "Lay"
by shooting the screen's male symbol at or into the screen's female symbol. A paddle is used to direct the male's penetration symbol, if you miss,
nothing happens, but if your left hand coordination with paddle, your
other resting on certain keys, and your eye coordination is in good training; then, when you SCORE you really know it, (Particularly by the action
planted by the male symbol on the female and the wild sounds emitted
by the computer). In fact, everyone will know when you score.
With a skill selection of 1-5 and lack of experience and lack of coordination don't be surprised if at the end of the game the computer states:
YOU ARE A HOPELESS 'LOVER!'
The text material in the instructions for each game would be considered as educational material with several of the skill games qualifying
as quite amusing.
Other skill games are: Timing, Breaking Out of The Struggle, Catapult,
Get Off It about Sexuality and Sexual Conquest.
Avant Garde also produces a Board Game for Party people called
ORGY.
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Section One

SOFTCORN DISK #1
By Paul's Electric Computer
APPLE II+
48K Disk
$19.88
SEXUAL CONTENT - moderate to stiff depending on which program
selected.

Softcorn consists of a panaramic series of programs which are briefly
reviewed below.
• Sin Palace allows the male user some friendly fantasy and use of
graffiti. (The programmer burns out the program if you don't answer
"yes" to" Are you a male?" It is further suggested that women ask for the
Sultan's Palace Program.) Sin Palace allows the user to enter as many
past tense words of what you want to do to girls such as licked, kissed,
penetrated, etc. to however many girls names are keyed into the screen.
Then all you need to do is to keep hitting "yes" until you quit or die of exhaustion. A typical screen response is:
Friendly Dave
Leisurly Licked
Passive Jane in the Luxurious
Old-Fashioned Library

Each experience changes except your name remains the same as you
hit yes all the words change dependent on the past tense verbs and girls
initially entered.
• L.U.S.T. is another word game where your dirty word or whatever
word inputted is further regurgitated with word fun.
• Ticky Tacky plays like Tic-Tac-Toe with male - female graphic symbols.
• Play Doctor - Free word association randomly selected in medical
jargon which lets the user output to the screen or printer, continuous
medical reporting. (No Porn)
• One OH Two is a program word and phrase generator of suggestions supposedly for mature consenting adults we selected 69 as our first
entry from a range of 1 - 102 ideas. The comment spurted from the
screen "DON'T ONLY THINK OF SEX"
• The Sex Test is a little Tom foolery with jest.
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STREET LIFE
By Hard Core Software - Nelson Wood
Apple II+ 3.3

Paddle Necessary

48K

$29.95
SEXUAL CONTENT - The World's Oldest Profession Captured in
game form on your computer. STREET LIFE Puts you and up to ten
"friends" in control of your very own "ladies of the Night."
The Program is in true street jargon and designed for a person who
has a lot of street sense. The vocabulary is not learned at Harvard or
Yale, so a glossary of terms is offered for the novice. The element of play
allows you to learn as you go along and the more times you play the
more experience you derive, the more money you make and the better
the score.
Incidentally the best game scores can be saved. It might be interesting
to run a SUPER PIMP CONTEST for those who purchase this program.
Actually a person can learn how to manage or operate any busness in
that there are quite a few facits involved that requires a diligent clear
mind and a bit of ruthlessness. Such as which car to buy, how much to invest in fixed assets (gold & diamonds), sustaining operating cash flow,
when to keep the girls on the street longer for over time catch up, how to
deploy the girls at proper intersections, which cops and hoodlums and
other pimps to avoid, how to keep your employees (girls) from straying
or retiring, health problems (the Clap); of course, other incentives are the
Crap Tables.
Like any business the neighborhood you work can effect your enterprise. if you decide to go to the poorer sections of town you face fewer
police but increase the odds of your work force getting V.D. . . . which
of course cuts into profits.
You have to pay all the girls a salary. If you pay a lot they may work
harder, if you don't, they may leave you.
The object of the game is to have as much cash as possible, and pay
as little as you can for Doctors and Police pay-offs. The Game is different
everytime you play and is accompanied by sounds on the inputs. You
use the main paddle to drive your car down a Hi-res street which uses
fuel and gives you bonus points for skill as a driver.
The game includes buying and selling at the Pawn Shop and hiring
Hoods for Gang Warfare.

(cont. on pg. 61)
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Section One
SOFTPORN ADVENTURE
By ON-LINE SYSTEMS -

CHARLES BENTON

APPLE II+ 3.2/3.3
48K DISK

AT ARI 400/800
40K DISK

$29.95

$29.95

SEXUAL CONTENT is the depiction of sex-related escapades. An
adventure game. Challenging.

l'M IN A SLEAZY BAR. BEHIND THE BAR SITS A BARTENDER. A
SIGN HANGING OVER HIM SAYS, "BEER $i 00, WHISKEY $i 00." THE
PLACE ISN'T FURNISHED TOO WELL. A CURTAIN HANGS ON ONE
WALL, NEXT TO THE CURTAIN IS A BUTTON. A FAN WHIRLS SLOWLY OVERHEAD - MOVING THE STAGNANT AIR AROUND.
WHAT SHALL I DO?
This is the setting for SOFT PORN an adventure that lets the gentleman
of the evening who is bent on seeking satisfaction in a Las Vegas type
environment. You can actually get the feeling of the setting as you move
from one place to another by taxi, being approached by a few lovelies
who want to take advantage of you and likewise you as the "John on the
make" must do what is required in order to compete for the fancy of
these ladies of the night. There is liquor to be had and a ribald setting in a
Casino where you play for high stakes at Black Jack or you may pull the
handle of the one arm bandits and watch the wheels go round. The odds
are not necessarily in your favor.
Upon entering the Hotel you may attempt to "Kiss" a voluptuous
Blonde who responds with, "DON'T DO THAT!!!, IT GETS ME
EXCITED!!"
Actually, the anticipation of making your first Broad is quite tittilating
as each one is approached and for one reason or another you're turned
down (it's as frustrating an experience as the real "turn off").
Even the taxi driver is as annoying a person as any cabbie you can
find. If he doesn't like you he readily tells you to look for another taxi.
(cont. from pg. 60)

The game really gets good when you have a great number of Johns
wandering the strip looking for chicks and you have to shuffle them
around in a car to get your best dollar gain.
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SUL TAN'S PALACE
By Atari Program Exchange -

Dennis Koble

Atari (Basic Language Cartridge required
24K RAM 810 Disk
SEXUAL CONTENT and promotion.

very mild inspite of the enticing advertising

Adventure game which when modified by the user should be close
enough to the game overview description written up in the Program
Manual.
The object of the game is to find the Princess and escape the Palace.
The write-up indicates that you can dilly dally before escaping.

WANNA PLAY FOOTSIE?
By CPI ASSOCIATES
APPLE II + 3.3
48K DOUBLE SIDED DISK
$11.95
SEXUAL CONTENT rather strong. Ribald Graphic cartoons.
This program is good for a party where you plug your Apple computer to a corner and let the cartoons flip thru. You are sure to get
back clapping compliments as you get your party off to a mirthful
start. It's your own clown of the party while you continue to be host
or hostess. The early birds who smirk at it upon their first viewing
will definitly return to the screen to see the feet in action accompanied by well selected captions. See the cartoon below as one of its
samples.

Trixie,

I

t~ish

you

L~o1.ild't

your work h0Tt1e with yo1.i.
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Section One
WAHTZEE
By TOM MANNOS
APPLE II+ 3.3
48K DOUBLE SIDED DISK
$39.95

AT ARI 400/800
40K DOUBLE SIDED DISK
$39.95

SEXUAL CONTENT none to very strong. Basic game is good for kids.
Adult games require sexual expression.

Consisting of four games all played to the same rules as the popular 5
dice game by Milton-Bradley called "Yahtzee." The first and second
games are entitled WAHTZEE and POHTZEE, the second a full scale
gambling game where the stakes can be anything from matchsticks to
beers to do-re-mi.
The third and fourth games require pass words for entry. FUHNZEE,
regarded as a Party Game for real clean lively FUN and activity.
Penalities result in lively entertainment by the losers.
EROTZEE, however, is the fourth game and the result of this write up.
It has audio sounds that spark your attention. It carries the tune from the
"STRIPPER" and it suggests just that. The program assumes that each
player knows the game so therefore concentrates busily on each participants penalties, and how much remaining disrobing each attendant
has.
At certain levels of penalty, the loser must perform a reward for the
other players in addition to eliminating clothing, Hi-res graphic scenes
take over the screen commanding the penalties which must be performed. Yes, physical contact between up to eight players is dictated by the
graphic displays.
This is the XXXC rated game. The 'C' stands for class. Once you get
into EROTZEE, you will see that it's done in a class manner, definitely in
good taste by any standard of erotics.
EROTZEE is played by the rules of Yahtzee insofar as dice rolling and
score keeping. However, that's when it departs into (XXXC) rated. After
all, all you need to do is totally expose yourself to the other players. It is
suggested that you be void of inhibitions and not panic when someone
touches you. Plenty of contact, however none of it hardcore.
*

*

*

Why does a male computer have a teenie weenie?

Because a female computer has a tiny hiney!
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ZESTY ZODIACS
By CPI ASSOC IA TES
APPLE 3.2/3.3
48K DISK
$14.95
SEXUAL CONTENT strong. Graphics display 12 positions of Male

and Female play.
Welcome to an EXERCISE in EROTICA!! These are the opening words
as you load Zesty Zodiacs. This program is a true "parlor game" when a
fire place, a fur rug or a bunch of pillows, a bottle of wine, lights low and
your computer, can get the pair of you into a game of true exercise.
It is a very simple game, but one which can both be a challenge of
your mental and physical prowess as well as prduce a lot of fun. The program generates the zodiacal love positions which together with your
partner, you are to guess each zodiac sign. You are given three chances
to respond and you are accordingly scored. Incorrect responses are
minus points. You may ask for help and clues are furnished. However,
this costs you minus points also.
What sets the game apart from most others is that there is an honor
system involved in your "scoring." After you have identified the sign by
the Love Position, you and your friend are to duplicate the position on the
screen. "Only your Computer knows!!" Incidentally, the computer will
pause an indeterminant period of time while you take time out to practice
the position. The graphics are well done and in good taste in order to
help prompt anyone's fantasies for sexual position enrichment.
An accumulative score is kept to the end of the game in order to let
you know your "zoidacal intellect" -- The computer does not compute
on your physical effectiveness.
Your score is given numerically as well as a status commentary in
order to keep you motivated for the next time around.
If you wish to subtly promote the game, you need only "stick in your
floppy" and select graphics only. Each Love Position will continue to
display until someones curiosity is peaked and you can then say, "Well
"
let me show you how it works .
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Section Two
CROSSWORD MAGIC
By L&S COMPUTERW ARE -

Larry Sherman

APPLE II+ 3.3
48K DISK

$49.95
SEXUAL CONTENT, none. However, any common, slang, lewd or
words of any moral valve may be used.

The system consists of two diskettes, a maker disk and a player disk.
The puzzle box size can range from three by three squares to twenty by
twenty squares.
Key in First word which then is entered into box with squares
displayed on screen . Keep entering words of your choice any words with
any spelling or derivative will be accepted. It will accept foreign
languages as well.
The program based on the Box size selected will keep accepting
words entered until they can not fit as desired physically or may not have
an existing alpha equivalent posted in the Box at that time.
As this occurs, the overflow words are not lost as they are retained in
memory and may be brought back into the puzzle automatically at
another point of word insertion that determines a logical fit.
If you endeavor to establish a theme puzzle such as the ones we have
shown in this issue, you may have selected the improper Box size to give
beneficial use. You may then print out what you have entered into the
Box and abort the puzzle entered by simply hitting escape and (R)estart.
Theme puzzles can be very challenging in that if you want to pack your
puzzle with theme words, care must be given to which words to use and
what priority of entry is given. In other words the program will organize
very efficiently but on a word at a time basis which is good for standard
puzzle making which are usually not theme oriented.
Upon completion of your word entries you hit escape to bring you to
the clue option . Each word is prompted in order to give you the clue
response. When this is complete the program gives you the opportunity
to (S)ave or (P)rint.
Upon saving, you are asked for a name by which it is stored on your
Puzzle Maker Disk.
(cont. on pg 66)
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ANIMALS
By APPLE COMPUTER
APPLE II INTEGER
SINGLE DISK
SUPPLIED WITH D.O.S.
SEXUAL CONTENT none as supplied. Any entries are possible by
the user. Similar to Twenty Questions.
Animals is a game from Apple Computer written in Integer Basic. It is
found on the 0.0.S. System Master diskette. It does write on the disk,
so it must be used on a diskette that is not copy protected.
This one starts out very simply, and contains only two animals. Your
answer to the questions presented guide you to the correct animal. As
the game goes on, you are requested to supply the animal you had in
mind if it was not one of the ones that the computer already had. By continually playing the game, the number of animals that can be correctly
identified by the computer becomes larger and larger, and the questions
which you must supply become more and more specific. The overall
game is much like "20 questions."
Animals has great possibilities for party fun, either as the game
Animals, or, since any type animal or "thing" can actually be named,
renamed "What's that thing?", or "Read my mind." Card parties would
never be the same once absent members started being included as
possible persons to be guessed. Devising questions to distinguish between friends could lead to rather personal attributes being discussed in
detail!! And if you're ever in a solitare mood, old lovers would make
another interesting set of questions!!

(cont. from pg. 65)

A second Disk is part of the system which is called the "Player Disk".
At any time you may make room on your "Maker Disk" by transfering a
Puzzle File to "Player Disk" or you may Delete. The program is very tidy,
easy to use and efficient.
Crossword magic should make for a great party game. Reviewing
bookstores, dozens of crossword magazines and books are on sale monthly. Crossword enthusiastis will really be entertained by CROSSWORD
MAGIC.
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Section Two
MUSIC KALEIDESCOPE
By SOFTAPE SOFTWARE -

Robert J. Bishop

APPLE II+ 3.2/3.3
4K TAPE

$9.95
SEXUAL CONTENT consists of audio and video mood setting.

Here's a surpise we found in a bin of sale tapes. A program written in
both Applesoft and Integer Basic and the memory requirement is listed
as 4K! Hopefully you can still find it around.
An oldie but goodie, it turns your Apple controlled color controlled set
set into a fantastic "light TV and sound" show. The program accepts the
output from your stereo or mono headphone jack into the cassette input
jack on your Apple Computer and actually converts the analog musical
signal into a dazzling digitized "kaleidescope" of color, sound, and action.
Invite a bunch of friends over for a party-and-a-half ("smoke filled"
rooms add to the environment) or invite a few friends and just sit on the
couch and be sensesized by the mesmeric patterns (try to predict them if
you think you can) ... or better yet invite one special friend over, put a
little Mystic Moods on the stereo, turn the overheads off, gather around a
warm TV and let Kaleidescope light up your life!

SLIDE SHOW
By BOB BISHOP
APPLE II+ 3.2/3.3
32K DISK
NOT FOR SALE
SEXUAL CONTENT mild. Digitized nude graphics taken from popular
men's magazines.

An album of digitized photography to computer disk having tastefully
selected some of the choice centerfolds of the prominent men's
magazines. Bob Bishop is developing some additional digitized photo
animated albums which everyone should eagerly look forward to. Slide
show is not being sold but can be found in many of the closets of Apple
user club members.
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CUMMING ATTRACTIONS
John T. Mitchell who contributed "Let's Pretend" as the first T.D.B.
Free Program has announced J.T.'s MASSAGE PARLOR. Pending his
Copyright, it will be described fully in the next DIRTY BOOK release.
In this game the player finds himself about to be "entertained" by a
very expensive masseuse named Bambi. Written for the TRS-80 Color
Computer, has graphics and sound with combination adventure and Arcade programming. Should be quite colorful.
Mike Butler of Little Rock is sending forward a public domain program
called INTERCOURSE. He states that it is for the Apple.
Bill Koffke of Norristown has modified John Mitchell's "Let's Pretend"
to the VIC-20 with the intention of setting up a volume consisting of Him
only, Her only, 2 Hims and a Her, 2 Hers and a Him (Ahem!) and maybe
more.
We hear that there are bunches of GAY LIFE programs but none as
yet have been submitted. The DIRTY BOOK welcomes all third party
contributions. The Publisher is taking a trip to the GAY community in San
Francisco. This is not in offense to the New Orleans GAYS, however.
Humble Computing Services of TEXAS is forwarding "STRIP DICE"
which will run on TRS-80 Mod II. It holds your hands, counts your clothes
and has an interesting finale!

DI ~'.TY
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